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We present in this review a joint experimental and theoretical overview of
the synthesis techniques and properties of boron-nitride (BN) and
boron-carbonitride (BCN) nanotubes. While their tubular structure is
similar to that of their carbon analogues, we show that their electronic
properties are significantly different. BN tubes are wide band gap insulators
while BCN systems can be semiconductors with a band gap in the visible
range.
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1. Introduction

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have attracted much attention since their first report in
1991 [1], an interest which finds its origin both in the fundamental and technological
applications they were able to generate. Numerous books have been written on the
subject [2–8,9,10] and a few reviews are now available online with specific emphasis
on electronic and transport properties [11], or phonons [12] and Raman
spectrocopy [13].

Based on the structural similarities between graphite and the hexagonal form of
boron-nitride (h-BN), the idea that boron-nitride nanotubes (BNNTs) could be
synthesized was suggested theoretically as early as 1994 [14,15]. Using accurate
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ab-initio calculations [14], it was demonstrated in particular that the elastic energy of
folding an isolated BN sheet onto a nanotube was equivalent, and even smaller, than
folding a graphene sheet onto a tube of the same radius (Figure 1). These predictions,
even though certainly not providing the experimental pathways to synthesis, were
strong indications that such novel forms of tubes could be synthesized.

Together with these preliminary studies on structural stability, the electronic
properties of BNNTs were predicted at the theoretical level [14,15]. It was shown in
particular that, due to the ionic character of the BN bond, BN tubes were insulating
systems with a band gap largely independent of the radius and helicity, in great
contrast with the carbon case. The difficulties in performing experimental
measurements of the electronic properties of nano-sized objects, either through
scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) or optical experiments, certainly explain that
it took several years for achieving an experimental verification of these predictions.
This is reminiscent of the CNTs case for which the first scanning tunnelling
spectroscopy (STS) measurements of the density of states of diameter-selected tubes
[16,17] came in 1998, that is 6 years after the first theoretical predictions of the now
well-known radius and chirality dependence of CNTs band gap [18].

Rapidly following these theoretical predictions, pure BNNTs were synthesized
in 1995–1996, 4 years after the synthesis of their carbon analogues, using at first
high-temperature experiments such as arc-discharge [19–21] or laser ablation [22]
techniques. Since then, numerous groups have performed the synthesis of single-wall
(SW) or multi-wall (MW) BNNTs on the basis of a variety of high- and
low-temperature techniques and significant amounts of samples are now routinely
available.
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Figure 1. Total energy of nanotubes in eV/atom as a function of tube diameter. The black
(opened) circles represent the BN (C) nanotube energies above the energy of an isolated BN
(graphene) sheet. The solid and dashed lines are 1/R2 fits as a guide to the eyes (adapted from
Ref. [14]).
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It is interesting to present in parallel (Table 1), the history of the most significant
findings in the field of CNTs and of BNNTs. Thus, Table 1 shows how different the
evolution of the researches is for both of these two kinds of NTs.

As a matter of fact, before the synthesis of pure BNNTs, and in an attempt to
synthesize boron- and nitrogen-doped CNTs, the so-called composite boron-
carbonitride (BCN) tubes, mixing in various percentage boron, carbon and nitrogen
atoms, were synthesized and characterized as early as 1994 [49]. Using electron
energy loss spectroscopy analysis, it was shown in particular that while the B to N
ratio was always close to one, the BCN tubes were composed either of single-phase
CyBxNx sections or separated nano-domains of BN in the carbon network. This
ability of composite BCN tubes to form either segregated carbon and BN domains,
or homogeneous BCN structures, is the main issue in discussing the electronic
properties of such systems which are affiliated both to metallic, or small gap, CNTs
and insulating BN tubes.

We present here below an extensive review of the work devoted to BN and to
composite BCN tubes since their first synthesis. While some aspects of the physics of
BN and BCN tubes have been reviewed in a previous book [8] or recent online
articles [50,51] and book [52], a large emphasis on both experimental and theoretical
aspects is provided in the present article. We mainly focus on BNNTs because their

Table 1. Historic table showing the most significant findings in the field of CNNTs and
of BNNTs.

Finding/property CNTs BNNTs

Synthesis of MW 1991, Iijima [1] 1995, Chopra et al. [19]
Synthesis of SW 1993, Iijima et al. [23,24] 1996, Loiseau et al. [20]
Synthesis of high
quantity MW

1992, Ebbesen et al. [25] 2000, Cumings et al. [26]

Synthesis of high
quantity SW

1996, Thess et al. [27] 2001, Lee et al. [28]

Structure of
NTs – caps

1992, Iijima et al. [29] 1996, Loiseau et al. [20]

Structure of
NTs – helicity

1993, Zhang et al. [30] 1999, Golberg et al. [31]

2006, SW- Arenal et al. [32]
Filling 1994, Dujardin et al. [33] 1999, Han et al. [34]
Young modulus 1996, Treacy et al. [35] 1998, Chopra et al. [36]

2009, SW- Arenal et al. [37]
Electrical conductivity 1996, Ebbesen et al. [38] 2003, Radosavljevic et al. [39]
Thermal stability /
oxidation resistivity 1993, Ajayan et al. [40] 2004, Chen et al. [41]

Gap measurement
(�) – MW

1994, Olk et al. [42] 2003, Czerw et al. [43]

Gap measurement – SW 1998, (�) Wildöer et al. [16] 2005, Arenal et al. [44]
Thermal conductivity 1999, Hone et al. [45] 2006, Chang et al. [46]
Excitonic effects 2002, Bachilo et al. [47] 2007, Jaffrennou et al. [48]

Notes: (�) STS: scanning tunneling spectroscopy. SW: single-walled and MW: multi-walled
NTs, respectively.
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production is better controlled, particularly in terms of purity and reproducibility of
the synthesis process.

We start with a presentation of the various synthesis techniques of BNNTs,
including high and low/medium temperature approaches. The analysis of the
morphology of the nanotubes obtained in each case will lead to a discussion on the
possible growth mechanisms, a difficult issue which is still under much debate today.

In a second part, the physical properties of BN nanotubes will be reviewed,
including in particular a description of their vibrational, electronic and optical
properties. Due to a growing interest in obtaining materials lasing in the UV range,
we will cover in some detail the physics of excitons in such wide band-gap
low-dimensionality systems for which the electron–hole interaction is strong.

The mechanical, electro-mechanical and chemical (as such oxidation resistance,
filling, functionalization, purification and hydrogen storage) properties of the
BNNTs will be discussed. The chemical inertness of BN (it will not react with alkalis,
acids, organic solvents, molten metals or graphite) leads to the potential application
of these BNNTs, for instance as protective cages in nano-mechanical systems
(NEMS), being then complementary to CNTs.

Finally, the physics of composite BCN tubes will be overviewed. The interplay
between synthesis techniques, atomic structure and electronic properties will be
particularly emphasized. The versatility of the electronic properties of such systems,
from photoluminescent materials in the visible range to potential rectifying devices,
offers a wide range of fundamental and applicative perspectives that explains the
growing interest in this so far less studied family of nanotubes.

2. Synthesis techniques

The BN is a synthetic material and must be produced from other natural or refined
raw materials. The first synthesis was made in 1842 by Balmain and Prakt [53,54]
using the action of molten boric acid on potassium cyanide. Until the mid-1950s and
early 1960s it was not possible to stabilize this material in the form of powders and
hot-pressed shapes. New processing technology has made BN as an economically
affordable advanced material which is used in various forms in a multitude of
applications as electrical insulator (h-BN possesses a high dielectric breakdown
strength and volume resistivity), crucibles and thermocouple protection sheaths
(both applications due to its chemical inertness), as well as high-temperature
applications since h-BN is more resistant to oxidation than carbon (graphite) and
is not wetted by most molten metals, glasses and salts.

BN, like carbon, possesses four allotropes or crystalline structural variants: cubic
(c-BN), wurzite (w-BN), hexagonal (h-BN) and rhombohedral (r-BN), which
respectively correspond to diamond (zinc-blende form), hexagonal diamond (wurzite
form), hexagonal (graphite) and rhombohedral carbon. There are also two other
disordered BN phases: turbostratic BN and amorphous BN. c-BN and w-BN are
hard and dense phases and are bonded through strong sp3 hybridization (�-bond).
h-BN and r-BN are softer, graphite-like phases, both of which consist of
hexagonal-linked layers that arrange in either a two-layers (ABAB. . .) or a
three-layers (ABCABC. . .) stacking sequence, respectively. In both h-BN
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and r-BN, the in-plane atoms are bonded through localized sp2 hybridization while

the out-of-layers are bonded by delocalized weak orbitals.
h-BN is the related bulk material for boron nitride nanotubes, thus we will briefly

describe the most frequently employed or significant techniques used to produce

h-BN before analysing those of BNNTs.

. One of the most widely used synthesis methods is known as the ‘amide’

route [55–57]. h-BN is obtained from the reaction of boron oxide (or boric

acid) with ammonia at a temperature close to 900�C. This synthesis

technique displays several variants: (i) the mixture with urea (CO(NH2)2) of

boron oxide or boric acid or (ii) the mixture of calcium borate with urea

[57–60]. These reactions are based on the reduction of boron oxide in the

presence of ‘active’ nitrogen.
. There is a modification of the previous ‘amide’ route: the carbothermal

process. It consists of the carbothermic reduction of boron oxide using pure

carbon-like reducing agent and in the presence of nitrogen at a temperature

between 1000�C and 1450�C [58,61,62]. Indeed, as boron oxide has a high

formation enthalpy, it is very stable and can therefore be only reduced by

carbon at high temperatures (41000�C) [59]. One of the possible reactions

taking place is

B2O3ðsÞ þ 3CðsÞ þN2ð gÞ ! 2BNðsÞ þ 3COð gÞ: ð1Þ

This synthesis method is one of the oldest ones and, as we will present below,

it has been adapted (and successfully employed) for the production of BNNTs, for

instance [63,64].

. The chemical vapour deposition (CVD) methods are based on the use of a

volatile precursor containing boron and nitrogen, placed on an amorphous

or crystalline substrate, such as graphite [65], silicon, tantalum, silica,

germanium, etc [66]. Thus, it consists of the reaction of ammonia with boron

trichloride, boron trifluoride, diborane or boron tribromide at temperatures

ranging from 400�C to 1200�C (the temperature strongly depends on the

employed precursor) [59,66]. Therefore, boron amidide (B(NH2)3) is formed

and decomposes by heating in B2(NH)3, and then in BN, at 700�C.
. Another synthesis method is the ‘polymeric’ route [67]. This method consists

of pyrolysizing polymeric precursors as borazine ((HBNH)3) [68,69]. The

advantage of this method is that it allows the synthesis of multifunctional

materials as fibers, matrix, etc [70].
. h-BN can be also obtained by direct combination of the boron and nitrogen

above 1000�C [58,59,71]. The temperature depends on the degree of the

purity of boron and must be high enough to decompose nitrogen.
. Finally, other synthesis methods can be used to produce h-BN, as for

instance, the annealing of ‘borax’ (Na2B4O5(OH)4 � 8H2OH), of magnesium

boride or of KBH4 in the presence of ammonium chloride [57,71]. In all

these cases, the temperature is below 1000�C.
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Thus, turning now to the synthesis methods of BNNTs, it is worth noting that
they are inspired from those previously described for the production of h-BN and
from those used for the synthesis of CNTs. These methods can be classified into
two different categories: high temperature (42000�C) and low/medium temperature
(between 300�C and 2000�C).

2.1. High-temperature synthesis methods: arc discharge and laser ablation

High-temperature techniques are historically rooted in the original carbon-arc
process invented by Krätschmer and Huffman in 1990 [72]. In such techniques, the
substrate, graphite for CNTs and a material containing B for BNNTs, is sublimated
in an inert (rare) gas atmosphere. The sublimated atoms are then condensed using
a high-temperature gradient. What changes from one approach to the other is the
method used to sublimate the graphite or B material substrates. We detail in the next
section such techniques and the specific aspects related to the synthesis of BN tubes.

2.1.1. The electric arc discharge technique

The insulating character of BN phases (Section 4.1) was the main difficulty for
adapting the arc-discharge technique to the synthesis of BNNTs. Nevertheless, the
very first MW-BNNTs [19] and SW-BNNTs [20] have been synthesized using an
adapted arc discharge technique. The difficulty to arc two h-BN electrodes has been
overcome in 1996 by arcing HfB2 electrodes under a partial pressure of nitrogen
gas [20]. With this experimental procedure, a mixture of pure SW-BNNTs and
MW-BNNTs made of a few and highly crystalline layers (2–10 maximum) could be
produced for the first time but in low yield. However, a variant of the conventional
arc discharge approach has latter on been developed by Lee et al. [73], which is
pointed out to be a promising method for a large-scale production of BN nanotubes.
This method uses the arc jet technique (also known as the plasma torch), which has
the advantage to be a continuous process, where the precursor material consists of
a mixture of h-BN and catalytic powders (Ni and Y), the forming plasma gas is a
mixture of Ar and N2, and the temperature is between 5000 and 20000K.
The product was shown to be a mixture of highly crystalline SW-BNNTs and
MW-BNNTs. Similar technique was previously employed by Shimizu et al. [134,344]
to also produce MW-BNNTs.

2.1.2. Laser ablation/vaporization

The laser vaporization techniques is the historical route for the first synthesis of
fullerenes [74] and was quickly adapted to produce CNTs and BNNTs. This
technique is then an alternative high-temperature route to arc discharge approach to
the synthesis of SWNTs. For pure CNTs, it consists of the vaporization by a pulsed
or a continuous laser of a carbon target which contains a mixture of catalyst particles
under a flow of argon or helium. In the case of BNNTs, the target composition and
the other synthesis parameters as gas nature, pressure and flow depending on the
desired nanotube composition are modified to achieve this goal.

This technique has been used for the first time for the production of pure BNNTs
by Golberg et al. [22]. They obtained MW-BNNTs heating c-BN micro-crystals via
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a pulsed laser and at high nitrogen pressure (5–15GPa). Zhou et al. [341] and Laude
et al. [342] also developed this technique to produce MW-BNNTs.

Concerning SW-BNNTs, Lee et al. [28], Arenal et al. [75] and Arenal [76] have
shown that high yields of these NTs can be produced with a high crystalline quality,
(Figure 2). This technique is so far the unique route to synthesize SW-BNNTs in
large quantities. The synthesis of these SW-BNNTs consists of the vaporization of an
h-BN target via a continuous CO2 laser under a nitrogen flow at a pressure 1 bar.
The temperature at the surface of the target is ranging from 3200 to 3500K. The
collected soot consists of a mixture of nanotubes and of particles. Nanotubes are
SWNTs, with some (about 20%) multi-wall (primarily double-wall) nanotubes.
SWNTs are either isolated or organized in small bundles made of 2–10 tubes, as
shown in Figure 2(c). The tube length is typically several hundreds of nanometers
with few tubes exceeding 1 mm.

In summary, laser vaporization technique is very adequate because it permits a
very good control of the different synthesis parameters. Nevertheless, this technique
presents two major limiting factors for the large-scale production, the cost and the
impossibility to operate continuously.

2.2. Low/medium temperature synthesis techniques

Most of the low/medium temperature synthesis methods of BNNTs have been
inspired by those employed for the production of h-BN. We can distinguish different
techniques in this range of temperatures (300–2000�C): CVD, vapour–liquid–solid
(VLS) mechanism techniques, carbothermal mechanism or substitutional reaction,
mechano-thermal (‘ball milling’) processes and other less employed approaches.

2.2.1. CVD synthesis methods

The CVD technique really was the first synthesis method employed to obtain
BNNTs. As a matter of fact, in 1993 (2 years before the first arc discharge attempt
by Chopra et al. [19] although this latter one is commonly considered as the first

Figure 2. (a and b) Picture and schematic representation of the ONERA laser vaporization
reactor used for the synthesis of SW-BNNTs [28,75]. (c) HRTEM micrograph of straight and
well-crystallized SW-BNNTs produced with this reactor, from Arenal [76].

108 R. Arenal et al.
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production of BNNTs), Hamilton et al. [77] synthesized BN filaments using a CVD
process from the reaction of trichloroborazine (B3Cl3N3H3) with cesium, at vacuum
and heating at 1100�C. The diameters of these filaments were ranging from 150 nm to
3 mm, and their lengths varied between 50 and 100 mm. Furthermore, since some of
these BN filaments had a tubular hollow structure, they can be considered as NTs,
so that this study must be considered as the first synthesis of BNNTs.

In 1994, Gleize et al. also synthesized BN filaments using a CVD method. These
authors produced these filaments from the reaction of zirconium boride (or other
borides as HfB2) and a diborane (B2H6), in nitrogen or ammonia atmospheres, at
temperatures close to 1100�C. The diameter of these filaments was close to 100 nm
and their length varied between 1 and 10 mm [78].

After these two pioneering works, in 2000 Shelimov and Moskovits [79] produced
MW-BNNTs with diameters ranging from 270 to 360 nm and lengths close to 20 mm.
They pyrolyzed 2,4,6-trichloroborazine (as Hamilton et al. [77] did) at 750�C on an
aluminum oxide membrane and at a pressure of 16 Torrs. It is worth mentioning that
this work is usually considered as the first production of BNNTs via a CVD,
ignoring the works of Hamilton et al. and Gleize et al.

Following these first attempts, other groups have employed CVD techniques to
produce BNNTs. Here we examine these different works and their more significant
results:

(a) Sen et al. [80] produced MW-BNNTs pyrolysizing NH3 and B2H6 over a
powder of cobalt, at 1100�C, and under a nitrogen flow. The quantity of
BNNTs produced was low. In this work, the authors discussed the influence
that the absence of carbon during the synthesis process could have in the
formation of the tubes.

(b) Lourie et al. [81] produced MW-BNNTs using a B3N3H6 as precursor and
catalytic particles of nickel diboride (NiB2), and at �1100�C. The diameters
of these tubes were below 100 nm and their lengths about 5 mm.

(c) Ma et al. [82] synthesized MW-BNNTs (having diameters of several tens
of nanometers) via the decomposition of a precursor (B4N3O2H), at a
temperature close to 1700�C, under a nitrogen flow and without metallic
catalysts. The precursor was obtained from melamine-diborate
(C3N3H2�2H3BO3) exposed to a nitrogen flow before introducing in the
furnace. This group (Bando’s team) modified this process by including
particles of alumina of a few micrometers as catalysts [83,84]. They produced
some MW-BNNTs having a reduced number of layers (between 2 and 6),
with a large inner diameter (8–10 nm). These authors pointed out the
presence of aluminum as well as low quantities of silicon and calcium in
the synthesized products. They suggested that these impurities stabilize
the boron oxynitride (B–N–OH) clusters participating in the reaction
and that they could serve as promoters for the formation of the tubes [84].

(d) An efficient route to synthesize significant amounts of MW-BNNTs was
developed by Zhi et al. [85], Tang et al. [86] and Golberg et al. [87] by
heating, at 1300�C, a mixture of boron powders and magnesium and iron
oxides. The obtained vapours were transported by an argon flow to the
reaction chamber where a substrate in molybdenum was placed and heated
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at 1550�C under an ammonia flow. They produced MW-BNNTs

(well-crystallized (straight cylinders) and bamboo-like nanotubes) with

diameters ranging from 20 to 100 nm, and few microns in length. Recently,

using this process, these authors produced a high-yield of pure MW-BNNTs

(several hundreds of milligrams in a single synthesis experiment) [85].
(e) In a latter work, these authors employed as precursor a mixture of boron

and gallium oxide [88]. This precursor reacts at 1500�C according to an

oxydo-reduction reaction resulting in the formation of B2O3 (vapour). This

boron oxide reacts with ammonia at 1100�C producing MW-BNNTs.

The NTs’ diameter varies between 30 and 60 nm. The authors also reported

the synthesis of other kinds of BN nanostructures as nano-cones.
(f) In another CVD experiment, Xu et al. [89] succeeded in the synthesis of

MW-BNNTs by the co-pyrolysis of KBH4, NH4BF4 and NaN3 with a

mixture of powders of iron and zinc at low temperatures (450–600�C). These

authors suggested that the metallic powders could play a catalytical role

in the formation of the nanotubes.
(g) Chen et al. [90] carried out the synthesis of MW-BNNTs (with an average

diameter of 60 nm and length around 300 nm) using the decomposition of the

boron trifluoride etheratate ((C2H5)OBF3) at 600
�C and in the presence of a

catalyst (Ni-Fe).
(h) Ma and Band [91] reported the synthesis of MW-BNNTs from a

NaBH4þNH4Cl precursor at 1050�C without catalyst particles. The

diameter range of the NTs was between 3 and 30 nm.
(i) MW-BNNTs were synthesized by Li et al. [92] using BCl3 and NH3 at low

temperature (650–850�C) within the channels of mesoporous silica SBA-15.

The BNNTs produced showed an uniform diameter of about 7 nm.
(j) A low-temperature CVD method was employed by Wang et al. [93] to

produce bundles of aligned MW-BNNTs on substrates at 600�C. These

bundles were composed by around a dozen of MW-NTs and grew in the

direction perpendicular to the substrate.
(k) Another CVD synthesis experiment was carried out by Tang et al. [94] using

ammonium tetrafluoroborate (NH4BF4) to produce BN-coated MgF2

nanowires and collapsed BNNTs. These BNNTs possess a high defect

density and numerous dangling bonds. The authors showed that the MgF2

inclusions can be fully removed via a high-temperature evaporation

procedure, forming high yield of collapsed BNNTs.
(l) Dai et al. [95] produced straight MW-BNNTs by heating the mixture of

Mg(BO2)2H2O, NH4Cl, NaN3 and Mg powders in an autoclave at 600�C for

20–60 h. The NTs had diameters ranging from 30 to 300 nm, and lengths up

to 5 mm. The authors considered that a catalytic process could be responsible

for the NTs growth. This group developed a similar synthesis technique but

instead of using the previous mixture of powders, they mixed boron, iron

oxide and ammonium chloride [96] in an autoclave during 12 h. The

dimensions of the produced NTs were different (inner diameters of 100 nm,

wall thickness of 10 nm and length up to several micrometers) probably due

to these modifications in the synthesis conditions.
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(m) Recently, Wang et al. [97] succeeded to produce highly-ordered MW-BNNTs
arrays. The synthesis was carried out using a microwave plasma-enhanced
CVD method at temperatures below 520�C and under the confinement of
anodic aluminum oxide template and, as precursors, borane/argon and
ammonia/nitrogen.

(n) In 2008, double-walled BNNTs have been produced via catalytic CVD
synthesis technique by Kim et al. [98]. They used borazine as precursor, in
conjunction with a floating nickelocene catalyst. Moreover, these authors
observed that depending on the borazine pressure, the products were either
BNNTs (lower pressure) or BN nanofibers (higher pressure).

From all these works, we conclude that CVD technique is one of the most
successful approaches employed to produce BNNTs. However, it is worth noting that,
in some of the cases, the crystanillity/quality of the produced NTs was not very high.

2.2.2. VLS mechanisms

Another kind of low/medium temperature synthesis method of BNNTs is based on
the VLS mechanism. This mechanism consists of the decomposition of a gas, its
absorption by the catalytic particles which are in a liquid state at the temperatures
where the synthesis is carried out; the crystallization of these particles then form a
solid phase. Several groups have used this method to produce BNNTs:

(i) Terauchi et al. [99,100] were the first to use this synthesis method. In their
first work in 1997 [100], they annealed at 1200�C, in a h-BN crucible and
under nitrogen atmosphere, a mixture of amorphous boron and lithium
powders, to produce short MW-BNNTs of diameters 510 nm. In their
second report [99], these authors slightly modified this process. They
replaced the previous mixture of powders by another mixture of r-BN and
h-BN powders that they placed in a stainless-steel cell and annealed at
1200�C under lithium vapour and atmosphere of helium. They formed short
(between 50 and 250 nm of length) MW-BNNTs of 10 nm of diameter.

(ii) Tang et al. achieved the synthesis of MW-BNNTs under following processes:

(a) they deposited in an alumina crucible a mixture of boron and iron oxide
powders heated in an alumina furnace [101,102], between 1200 and
1500�C under an ammonia flow. They produced a low quantity of NTs,
of several microns of length and diameters ranging from 7 to 20 nm for
temperatures lower than 1350�C and between 60 and 110 nm for higher
temperatures. These authors pointed out that when they replaced iron
oxide by iron, the obtained product was different. Thus, they showed
that the importance of the presence of this oxide for generating boron
oxide which at this low temperatures (51500�C) is necessary for the
BNNTs growth. They also observed that the NTs’ synthesis depended
on the B/Fe2O3 weight ratio and the temperature: the yield of NTs is
decreased at high temperature and for higher iron oxide concentrations.

(b) This same group (Tang et al.), slightly modified the previous process:
silica powder was added and mixed with the boron and iron oxide
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powders [103]. It allowed them to improve the formation of boron oxide
and to obtain a yield in volume close to 80% for the MW-BNNTs
(diameter range between 10 and 30 nm) and bamboo filaments (with
diameters between 40 and 60 nm)). They showed that the ideal range of
temperatures for the production of BNNTs following this synthesis
method must be close to 1300�C.

(iii) More recently, Huang et al. produced BN microtubes using a VLS
mechanism [104]. These microtubes were synthesized using a vertical
induction furnace employing Li2CO3 and B as reactants. These microtubes
had diameters ranging from 1 to 3 mm, lengths of up to hundreds of
micrometers, and thin walls of less than 50 nm thick.

It is interesting to note that except the works of Terauchi et al. [99,100], this VLS
synthesis mechanism, common to all these works, consists of two steps: (a) first, the
reaction of boron powders with a metal oxide resulting in the formation of boron
oxide and metal via an oxidation-reduction reaction; (b) in a second step, the
reaction of this boron oxide with ammonia giving rise to the BNNTs.

2.2.3. Carbothermal synthesis methods

Carbothermal technique is among the most used synthesis method of BNNTs. As we
mentioned above, this method was previously employed for the production of h-BN.
For BNNTs, it has been adapted by Goldberg’s/Bando’s group. It consists of the
annealing, at 1500�C, in an induction furnace of a mixture of CNTs and a boron
oxide powder, under a nitrogen flow [63]. MW-BNNTs are then produced with
a certain degree of purity depending in the duration of the treatment. These authors
considered that the CNTs (MW coming from a CVD synthesis and not
well-crystallized) are the templates for the BNNTs. Indeed, according to them, a
reaction of substitution of the carbon atoms by those of nitrogen and boron occurs
following the reaction 1. The diameter (�10 nm) and the length (some microns) of
the BNNTs obtained were similar to these ones of the starting CNTs. Nevertheless,
the authors noted that the crystal quality of BNNTs was better than that of the
CNTs. Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) experiments carried out on these
NTs showed that all of them were pure BNNTs. The degree of purity of the tubes
depended on the duration of the annealing. Moreover, the authors reported that
other BN structures (as nanowires and cages) were also produced. Bartnitskaya et al.
[64], who previously used this carbothermal reaction method for the synthesis of
h-BN [62], independently and almost simultaneously to the works of Han et al.,
synthesized BNNTs also using the same technique. Nevertheless, there is a difference
between these two works, Bartniskaya et al. employed boron carbide (B4C) as a
carbon source instead of CNTs. Thus, they did not consider that this method consists
of a substitution reaction, but merely in the carbothermal reduction of boron oxide
(well-known for the BN synthesis) and their simultaneous nitriding at temperatures
1100–1450�C. They produced MW-BNNTs, showing a bamboo-like structure, with
diameters between 10 and 20 nm and a maximum of 500 nm. These authors
considered that the formation of these BNNTs involves both solid and gas phases
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following these reactions:

B2O3ðsÞ þ 3B4CðSÞ þ 7N2ð gÞ ! 14BNðsÞ þ 3COð gÞ; ð2Þ

B2O3ðsÞ þ 3COð gÞ þN2ð gÞ ! 2BNðsÞ þ 3CO2ð gÞ: ð3Þ

Since these pioneering works, other studies have been carried out to produce
BNNTs using these synthesis methods:

(a) Golberg et al. [105] reported a significant number of works using this synthesis
technique [31,106–112]. Among them, the most interesting BNNTs syntheses
were: (i) that concerning the production of single-walled BNNTs from
SW-CNTs [110], and (ii) that where the molybdenum oxide (MoO3) was used
[105] as catalyst/promoter, allowing to increase the yield of BNNTs. It is worth
noting that, in a previous work, Paine and Narula [69] pointed out the
importance in using, in this carbothermal method, a second oxide in
combination with boron oxide for the synthesis of BN. In fact, this second
oxide allows decreasing the volatility of boron oxide in the reaction.

(b) MW-BNNTs were synthesized by Deepak et al. [113] at temperatures between
1000 and 1300�C under ammonia atmosphere, using boric acid instead of
boron oxide as source of boron, active carbon or MW-CNTs as source of
carbon and in the presence of iron compounds. The authors pointed out that
the synthesis temperature as well as the reaction taking place had an influence
on the structure of the produced NTs (bamboo-like, well-crystallized or
nanowires) and in their diameters ranging then from 15 to 140 nm.

(c) Fuentes et al. [114] and Borowiak-Palen et al. [115] also employed this
carbothermal method to synthesize MW-BNNTs following a similar process
to that described in the previous works (cited above) of Han, Bando, Golberg
etc.

(d) Annealing mixtures of �-Fe2O3 and B with C powders at 1100�C in a
nitrogen atmosphere [116] synthesized BNNTs encapsulating Fe fine
particles with diameters of 50–500 nm as well as BNNTs with cup-stacked
or bamboo-like structures with 100 nm in diameter and several microns in
length. This synthesis process is similar to the previous ones modifying the
employed oxide. The authors pointed out that the importance of the addition
of C contributed to the synthesis of BN nanocoatings with good oxidation
resistance of the Fe fine particles and excellent soft magnetic properties.

(e) Recently, Han et al. [117] synthesized single-walled and MW-10BNNTs via
the reaction of 10B2O3 and CNTs, flowing nitrogen atmosphere at 1580�C for
45 min. The diameters of the BNNTs were smaller than those of the starting
CNTs, nevertheless their lengths were similar. The authors pointed out that
the isotopic ratio of 10B in BNNTs depends on the isotopic ratio of the
starting B2O3.

2.2.4. Ball milling synthesis method

A mechano-thermal synthesis method, known as ‘ball milling’, was developed for the
first time by Chen et al. [118–120] to produce MW-BNNTs with diameters varying
between 10 and 150 nm. As a matter of fact, it is worth noting that this method has
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produced such a large quantity of NTs that they became commercially available.
The ball milling method consists of two steps: in the first one, pure boron or h-BN
powders are milled at room temperature with steel balls in ammonia gas, for 150 h,
and subsequently (second step) these products are annealed (at temperatures
41000�C) in a nitrogen atmosphere for around 10 h.

These authors [118–120,121] claimed that in this method the growth of the NTs is
different from other BNNTs synthesis techniques such as CVD, VLS or
high-temperature synthesis techniques (arc discharge and laser vaporization/
ablation). In the ball milling case, disordered BN nanostructures are formed and
from them the nanotubes grow via a solid-state process. They also suggested that the
presence of iron in the raw material, coming from the steel balls, acts as catalyst.
Another significant point during the formation process is the role of the mechanical
treatment on the formation of structures which are relevant for the growth of the
NTs. This group (Chen et al.) slightly modified their synthesis method using tungsten
carbide (CW) balls instead of iron balls, and h-BN powders, but lower yield of
MW-BNNTs was produced [122].

Several other groups also successfully used this method to synthesize BNNTs:

(a) Tang et al. [121] prepared amixture of NiB and alumina which has beenmilled
with metallic balls. The produced powder was annealed at temperatures
between 1000�C and 1500�C, under a nitrogen or an ammonia flow. It was
observed that at temperatures between 1100�C and 1300�C, well-crystallized
MW-BNNTs were produced with diameters ranging from 5 to 30 nm and with
lengths of several microns. At higher temperatures (between 1300�C and
1500�C), the synthesized NTs were shorter than previous ones and had a
bamboo-like structure with diameters varying between 40 and 60 nm. At
temperatures higher than 1500�C, no tubes were obtained.

(b) Huo et al. [123] used Fe–B nanoparticles prepared by ‘ball milling’ to
produce a large quantity of nanowires with lengths of several microns and an
average diameter of 20 nm. The nanoparticles were pressed to form a disk
which was placed in an alumina cylinder and heated at 1100�C flowing
a mixture of nitrogen and ammonia gas.

(c) Using this synthesis method, Bae et al. [124] also produced MW-BNNTs
with several microns of length and with diameters ranging from 40 to 100 nm.
These authors ball milled powders of boron and h-BN. The powder obtained
was deposited on an alumina substrate previously treated with iron particles.
They annealed it in ammonia gas in the temperature range of 1000–1200�C.
They noted that at higher temperatures (close to 1200�C) the NTs were better
crystallized.

(d) High yield of MW-BNNTs were synthesized by Yu et al. [125] using a ball
milling-annealing process in which amorphous boron was first ball-milled for
150 h in an ammonia atmosphere and subsequently annealed at 1200�C in
ammonia. The produced NTs were well-crystallized with a diameter510 nm.
The authors claim that the NTs do not contain any metal particles.

(e) The same group (Yu et al.) adapted the ball-milling/annealing process
described above to synthesize a high yield of well-crystallized MW-10BN
nanotubes [126]. They replaced the previous boron powders by enriched 10B
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powders which were first ball-milled for 150 h, and then annealed at 1100�C
for 6 h in ammonia gas. They also showed the influence of the annealing
temperature on the NT’s diameter.

(f) Another ball milling synthesis experiment was carried out by Ji et al. [127].
These authors synthesized pure BNNTs by heating ball-milled boron
powders flowing ammonia gas at a temperature of 1200�C. The diameters
of nanotubes were in the range of 40–120 nm and their lengths higher than
10 mm. The authors pointed out that the yield of NTs significantly decreased
when the heating atmosphere was replaced by nitrogen.

(g) Recently, Lim et al. [128] reported the synthesis of MW-BNNTs by
annealing ball-milled boron-nickel catalyst in nitrogen/hydrogen gas mixture
at a temperature of 1025�C.

For most of these works, the different groups pointed out that the temperature
was a crucial growing parameter in controlling the structure and crystalline quality
of the produced BNNTs. Moreover, some of these authors also pointed out that the
length of the nanotubes could be controlled by changing the heating time [127].

2.2.5. Other low-temperature BNNTs’ synthesis method

Another low/medium temperature synthesis method has been reported by Bengu and
Marks [129]. It consists of the deposition, at temperatures between 300–800�C and
on a tungsten substrate, of the products formed by the reaction of boron (coming
from an evaporation jet) and nitrogen (obtained by electronic cyclotron resonance
(ECR)). These authors succeeded in forming BN nano-structures (nano-cones or
nano-horn structures) of only one layer. It is worth noting that these nanostructures
do not have a cylindrical shape so that they cannot be strictly considered as
nanotubes.

Recently Oku et al. [130–132] synthesized large amounts of MW-BNNTs by
annealing at 1000�C a mixture of Fe4N and B powders set on an alumina boat for 1 h
and in a nitrogen gas atmosphere. The diameters and lengths of these nanotubes
were in the range of 40–100 nm and 5–10m, respectively. Most of these BNNTs
(�90%) had a cup-stacked structure with a cone angle of �20�. Previously, this same
group reported this synthesis method showing the production under these conditions
of nanohorns, nanocoils and Fe-filled BNNTs [130,131].

2.2.6. Conclusion on the synthesis

From all these works we can deduce that the synthesis of BNNTs is possible but still
remains difficult and the amount and quality of the produced nanotubes are far from
those of the CNTs. Thus, economically feasible large-scale production as well as
purification techniques still has to be developed. In Table 2, we summarize the most
significant results concerning the synthesis of BNNTs.

It is interesting to compare all these different methods to point out their
advantages and drawbacks.

. High-temperature synthesis methods (arc discharge and laser vaporization/
ablation techniques) mainly provided MW-BNNTs. Nevertheless, some
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experiments also produced SW-BNNTs: (1) low quantity, as is the case of
the works of Loiseau et al. [20] and of Saito et al. [135] using arc discharge
methods or in those of Golberg et al. [136] via laser ablation process; (2) in
high quantity, via laser vaporization technique [28,75,76]. The advantages of
these synthesis methods are: the low cost of the technique for arc discharge
on the one hand, and on the other hand the good crystalline quality of the
synthesized products and its adequacy for the realization of in-situ growth
studies, for laser vaporization. Besides these aspects, these methods achieve
the synthesis of the NTs in a short time (52 h). However, the drawbacks of
these techniques are: in the case of arc discharge, the impossibility to work
non-stop which limits the amounts of product synthesized, and for laser
ablation/vaporization, the high cost (use of expensive lasers and high power
requirement). Furthermore, we point out that for both techniques (arc
discharge and laser ablation/vaporization), the nanotubes tend to be short
(most of them, less than a mm).

. Low/medium temperature synthesis methods are cheap, allow a high
flexibility and are the easiest to scale up to industrial production,

Table 2. This table shows the most significant synthesis of BNNTs and filaments.

Synthesis method Produced BNNTs

(1) Laser vaporization: h-BN target (1) High quantity of SW
under N2 [28,75,76] dt¼ 1–3 nm; L� 1 mm

(2) At 1100�C, decomposition of: (2) Filaments: dt¼ 0.1mm;
ZrB2þB2H6þNH3(N2) [78] L¼ 1–10 mm

(3) Arc discharge: Anode Wþ h-BN and (3) MW-NTs (7–9)
cathode Cu; Gas: He [19] and W particles; short length.

(4) Arc discharge: HfB2 electrodes (4) Mixture SW (1st Synth.) and MW
N2 700mbar [20] dt� 2.5 nm; L4 200 nm

(6) A 1200�C, under N2, decomposition of: (6)MW-NTsþPart Li
B amorphousþLi in a h-BN crucible [100] dt� 3 nm; Hollow cages.

(7) Carbothermal reaction: 1500�C (7) MW-NTs and BxCyNz NTs
C(NTs)þB2O3þN2 [63] dt and L�CNTs

(8) Laser ablation: (h-BNþNiþCo) target (8) Mixture of SW and MW,
in a furnace at 1200�C, 6¼ gas flows [133] L5 0.1mm and particles Ni and Co

(9) Plasma torch: Compact BN disk (9) MW-NTs
plasma gas Ar–H2 (100 Torr) [134] dt¼ 5�20 nm; L4 300 nm

(10) Treatment	 1000�C of B milled (10) MW-NTs
powders under NH3 [118] dt¼ 25–150 nm

(11) CVD: Deposition on Al2O3 precursor (11) NTs in alumina template
B3N3H3Cl3, 750

�C / 16 Torr [79] dt¼ 0.27�0.36mm; L� 20 mm

(12) Arc discharge B electrode (12) High quantity of DW
and a mixture of Ni and Co [26] dt¼ 2–7 nm; Filled cages.

(13) Treatment 1200–1500�C under Ar (13) MW-NTs
BþFe2O3þNH3 [101] dt¼ 7�20 nm; L4 1mm

Notes: dt: diameter and L: length.
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particularly the CVD methods due to the simplicity of this process. These
methods produce mainly MW-BNNTs (except the work developed by
Golberg et al. [110]), having large diameters and often, these NTs are not
very well-crystallized. Recently, Golberg et al. synthesized high-quantity
and -quality MW-BNNTs opening the opportunity to develop their study.
Nevertheless, thinking in some of the applications of BNNTs, it is necessary
to find the way to produce SW-BNNTs in high quantity using these
methods.

3. Atomic structure, composition analysis and growth mechanism of BNNTs

3.1. Structure and stability

As mentioned above, h-BN is the bulk reference material of BNNTs, and then is
necessary to introduce it before presenting the results on the NTs. The crystal-
lographic structure of h-BN belongs to the D4

6h point group with an ABAB stacking
type. In such a structure, and in contrast with graphite, where one carbon atom out
of two is located at the vertical of a hexagon centre, B(N) atoms are located at the
vertical of neighbouring layers N(B) atoms. Such a stacking geometry may be
tentatively assigned to the strong ionic character of the BN bond. Other hexagonal
stacking sequences have been proposed [137] and shown, on the basis of ab-initio
calculations to be very close in energy, or as stable, as the above-mentioned
structure. The existence of several stacking allotropes may explain some of the
inconsistencies between theory and experiment as far as electronic properties are
discussed (see below and Ref. [137]).

The BN bond length is larger than the CC one in graphite (aBN’ 1.45 Å instead
of aCC’ 1.42 Å), while the interlayer bonding distance d? is on the contrary slightly
smaller, d?’ 3.333 Å and d?’ 3.337 Å for h-BN and graphite respectively.
The crystal structure, lattice vectors and reciprocal lattice vectors for a single
h-BN or graphene sheet are summarized in Figure 3. The unit cell contains two
atoms (one boron and one nitrogen in the case of h-BN). Lattice vectors (a1, a2) have
been chosen here to form an angle of 60� so that the reciprocal lattice vectors (b1, b2)
form an angle of 120�.

Relying on the structural similarity between graphite and h-BN, the existence of
BN nanotubes was first postulated [14,15] at the theoretical level in 1994, that is a
few months before the actual synthesis. On the basis of ab-initio calculations [14],
it was shown, in particular, that the folding of an isolated h-BN sheet onto a
nanotubular shape was slightly more favourable than the folding of a graphene sheet
onto a cylinder of the same radius. Namely, the elastic energy associated with
bending a sheet onto a tube was reduced in the case of h-BN. An interesting property
of h-BN tubes is that N atoms are located closer to the tube axis (inward relaxation)
so as to come closer to the centre of the triangle formed by its three boron nearest
neighbours. This so-called ‘buckling’ effect was first noticed in Ref. [14] and then
studied in detail by Wirtz et al. [138] who showed that this buckling energy scales as
1/R (R is the tube radius).

The argument of elastic folding energy was subsequently used, in particular, in
the case of ‘multilayered’ sheets, such as WS2, MoS2 planar compounds (formed of a
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metal sheet sandwiched in between two sulfur sheets) [139–141] or GaSe [142] and

B2O or BeB2 [143] systems, in order to predict the average radius of the resulting

tubes. Further, as indicated in Figure 1, even in the limit of very small diameters, the

energy of dangling bonds associated with ‘opened’ BN strips is so large that it is

energetically more favourable to preserve the cylindrical tube geometry despite the

increasing curvature energy upon decreasing radius.
The structure of a SW-BNNT (CNT) could be seen as formed by rolling up a

two-dimensional h-BN (graphene) sheet along a chosen tubule axis. As in the carbon

case, BN nanotubes can be labelled with two indices (n,m) that define uniquely the

so-called chiral vector Ch¼ na1þma2 which is perpendicular to the tube axis

direction and defines the tube folding direction. The angle between the chiral vector

(Ch and the lattice vectors (a1 and a2) is known as the chiral angle or helicity, �.

In function of the value of this angle the NTs can be classified as: (i) ‘zigzag’ (�¼ 0�),

(ii) ‘armchair’ (�¼ 30�) and (iii) ‘chiral’ (� varies between 0� and 30�). The tube

diameter dt, chiral angle (�), translational vector T and number Nc of atoms per unit

cell are summarized in Table 3.

3.2. Morphology, structure and defects of BNNTs: electron transmission imaging,
HRTEM and electron diffraction

The morphology and structure of the BNNTs depend on the synthesis technique

employed. Figure 4 shows different morphologies of BNNTs: SW- [20,107] and

MW-BNNTs [110,119,144] and bamboo-like MW-BNNTs [145].
The atomic structure of a nanotube (helicity and diameter) defines many of the

unique properties of the nanotubes (particularly in the case of CNTs). Thus, the

investigation of such structure has a huge importance for the study of the nanotubes

in general. Furthermore, another significant aspect is the understanding of their

growth mechanism in order to improve their yield and quality which are required for
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Figure 3. (a) Isolated h-BN sheet lattice structure. The two non-equivalent atoms (labelled A
and B here) in the unit cell are represented in black and white, respectively, together with the
in-plane lattice vectors (a1, a2). A and B atoms are carbon atoms in the case of graphene and
boron and nitrogen in the h-BN case. The Ch vector represented here is the chiral vector for a
(4,�1) BN tube. (b) The reciprocal space Brillouin zone and lattice vectors for the 2D isolated
sheet. (c) The irreducible Brillouin zone for the stacked 3D material.
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Figure 4. SW- and MW-BNNTs produced via different synthesis techniques: (a) Reprinted
figure with permission from Loiseau et al., Physical Review Letters, 76, 4737, 1996 [20].
Copyright � (1996), American Physical Society. (arc discharge), (b) Reprinted with permission
from D. Galberg and Y. Bando, Applied Physics Letters, 79, 415, 2001 [107]. Copyright �
(2001), American Institute of Physics. (carbothermal reaction, SW-BNNTs), (c) Reprinted
with permission of Chen et al., Applied Physics Letters, 74, 2960, 1999 [119]. Copyright �
(1999), American Institute of Physics. (‘ball milling’), (d) Reprinted with permission from
Demezyk et al., Applied Physics Letters, 78, 2772, 2001 [144]. Copyright � (2001), American
Institute of Physics. (arc discharge), (e) Reprinted from Chemical Physics Letters, 308,
Golberg et al., Single-walled B doped carbon, B/N-doped carbon and BN nanotubes
synthesized from single-walled carbon nanotubes through a substitution reaction, 337 [110].
Copyright � (1999), with permission from Elsevier. (carbothermal reaction, MW-BNNTs),
and (f) Reprinted with permission from Ma et al., Journal of the American Chemical Society,
124, 7672, 2002 [145]. Copyright � (2002) American Chemical Society. (CVD).

Table 3. Structural parameters for (n,m) nanotubes.

Symbol Name Formula

a Lattice constant a ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

aBN
(a1, a2) Basis vectors af

ffiffi
3
p

2 , 
 1
2g

(b1, b2) Reciprocal vectors f 1ffiffi
3
p , 
 1g 2�a

Ch Chiral vector Ch¼ na1þma2¼ (n,m) (0� jmj5 n)

dt Tube diameter dt ¼
jChj

� ¼
a
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2 þ nmþm2
p

� Chiral angle sinð�Þ ¼ m
ffiffi
3
p

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2þnmþm2
p ð0 � j�j � �=6Þ

cosð�Þ ¼ 2nþm
2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2þnmþm2
p

T Translational vector T¼ t1a1þ t2a2¼ (t1, t2)
t1¼ (2mþ n)/NR, t2¼�(2nþm)/NR

NC Atoms in unit cell NC¼ 4(n2þ nmþm2)/NR

Notes: The indices (n, m, t1, t2, NR) are integers. NR is the greatest common divisor of (2mþ n)
and (2nþm).
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their future applications of these materials. This understanding also needs a detailed
knowledge of nanotubes’ atomic structure.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has been the key technique throughout
the history of research and development of nanostructured materials, such as
fullerenes, nanotubes and other nano-objects. Several TEM techniques have been
widely employed in order to investigate the morphology, the atomic structure
(conventional TEM imaging, high-resolution TEM (HRTEM), electron diffraction
(ED)) and the chemical composition (electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and
energy filter TEM (EFTEM) imaging) of these nano-objects. We will describe the
different TEM studies developed on BNNTs.

3.2.1. Helicity studies on BNNTs and other structural aspects

Historically, image resolution has been restricted by the unavoidable spherical
aberration of the objective lens, but recent HRTEM microscopes equipped with an
objective Cs corrector make it possible to get direct images of the atoms building the
graphitic lattice and therefore to determine not only the helicity but also the defects
present in the tube wall such as pentagons. Very recently, Jin et al. [146] have
achieved the atomic resolution of B and N atoms in a single layer of h-BN,
investigating atomic defects in this layer. These authors found that in these defects,
which have a triangular shape, boron monovacancies are preferably formed and that
the dominating zigzag-type edges are nitrogen terminated.

In any case, via standard HRTEM, it is possible to obtain, under particular
imaging conditions (Scherzer focus), a direct image of the arrangement of the atoms
of boron and nitrogen in a nanotube [8,147]. Therefore this technique allows to
determine the helicity of the nanotubes [28,76,108]. These imaging conditions are
perfectly defined via imaging simulations [8,147] which can be developed using, for
instance, the EMS code [148]. Figure 5 shows a computer simulated HRTEM image
of a SW-BNNT using this code [28].

Figure 5 (b) and (d) display an enlarged image of the wall fragment of the
nanotube of Figure 5 (a) and (c) showing an array of periodic black dots (lattice
fringes) in the perpendicular direction of the tubes’ axis. The periodicity between two
of these dots is 0.21 nm. This value corresponds to the distance between two planes in
the direction [10�10] of h-BN [30]. Imaging simulations using the EMS code

Figure 5. (a) HRTEM of a MW-N-NT and (b) of a SW-BNNT. (b) and (d) Enlargment of the
contrast observed in (a) and (c). (e) Image simulation of a SW-BNNT having the zig zag
configuration [28]. The hexagonal network of the tube is drawn in white lines. Figures are
taken from Arenal [76].
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(described above) have shown that this periodicity is only possible for tubes
possessing a zigzag configuration, (Figure 5e, [28]). In fact, BNNTs present a
preferential zigzag atomic configuration. This result is the opposite of the CNTs case
where there is no preponderant atomic arrangement or helicity configuration.
Several groups have developed similar studies via HRTEM and confirmed such
preferential zigzag arrangement of BNNTs, which is independent of the synthesis
method (low/medium and high-temperature), and then of the morphology of the
BNNTs (single-walled (individual or in bundles), multi-walled, bamboo-like struc-
ture, etc.). For instance, for high-temperature synthesis methods: (1) laser vapor-
ization technique: Lee et al. [28] and Arenal [76] studied SW-BNNTs samples and
Golberg et al. [136] who worked on MW-BNNTs, as well as (2) arc discharge:
Golberg et al. [22] and Demczyk et al. [144]. Considering low/medium temperature
synthesis methods: (1) carbothermal reduction of B2O3 using pure carbon sources:
Golberg et al. [31] (1500�C under nitrogen gas) and Golberg et al. [105] (MoO3 as
catalyst/promoter). In this case, the presence of most of the NTs showing a zigzag
has been confirmed by electron diffraction [106]; (2) the annealing of a mixture of
boron powders and of h-BN at 1200�C under helium atmosphere [99]; (3) using CVD
technique [83].

We note, nevertheless, that the HRTEM technique is very sensitive to the
orientation of the tube with respect to the electron beam and to the defocus
conditions. Thus, as we pointed out only under particular conditions, the atomic
structure of a nanotube can be obtained limiting the use of this technique for such
kinds of studies. Electron diffraction does not present these limiting factors and then
is the most reliable technique to obtain NTs’ atomic structure. Furthermore as we
will show in this review, most of spectroscopic techniques used for determining
diameters and helicity in CNTs are not compatible with BNNTs because they do not
apply to wide band gap nanostructures (e.g. [149] or STM [150]). Thus, ED is the
most powerful technique to obtain unambiguously the chiral index of an NT.

A complete development of the theoretical background of electron diffraction
and practical examples can be found elsewhere [30,147,151]. Briefly, to interpret the
electron diffraction pattern (EDP) of a nanotube, as we mentioned below, one can
ideally consider a single-walled nanotube formed by wrapping up a two-dimensional
hexagonal network of carbon or BN sheet along a chosen tubule axis. Therefore a
NT can be seen as two parallel BN sheets rotated with respect to each other by 2�;
thus the EDPs are the superposition of two rotated trigonal networks. This explains
why the first intensity maxima in a SWNT roughly form two hexagons (Figure 6).
Furthermore, due to the finite size of the nanotubes in the radial direction, the
intensity distribution of the EDP elongates perpendicular to the tubule axis and
forms a set of layer lines normal to the tubule axis, known as ‘layers’ [151],
(Figure 6). The central one is called the equatorial line (Eq-L). We show here the
analysis of a SW-BNNT produced by continuous laser vaporization technique,
(Figure 6, [32]). The tube diameter can be extracted from the period of
pseudo-oscillations along the layers. In practice, we measured the period spacing
on the last oscillations of the Eq-L, d¼ 2.01 nm. The chiral angle is measured from
the spacing between the layer lines according to the procedure developed by Gao
et al. [152]. With these two parameters, the corresponding EDPs can be simulated
and then the chiral indices are determined as the best fit between experimental and
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simulated EDPs are obtained. The SW-BNNT of Figure 6 is thus unambiguously
identified as a (32,15) tube.

It is important to note that EDPs from a BNNT are very similar to that obtained
from a CNT [151]. Figure 7 shows different EDPs recorded on SW- (individual
(Figure 7a) and bundle (Figure 7d) and MW-BNNTs (Figure 7b and c).

In practice, EDPs of NTs using a TEM can be recorded via two different
techniques: selected area electron diffraction (SAED or SAD) and parallel-beam
nanobeam electron diffraction (NB-ED). In both cases, the electron beam is
parallel (or nearly parallel), contrary to convergent beam electron diffraction
technique (CBED) which is not suitable for such kind of studies [153]. Comparing
SAED and NB-ED, the main disadvantage of the former one is the fact that
the smallest specimen area that could be selected is �150 nm [154]. Thus, this
technique is not very appropriate for investigating individual NTs, particularly in
the case where the NTs sample is not very well dispersed. In fact, electron

Figure 6. (a) Experimental and (b) simulated EDPs of a SWBNNT. (c) Intensity profiles of
the Eq-L of the experimental and simulated EDPs of this tube. (Reprinted with permission
from Arenal et al., Applied Physics Letters, 89, 073104, 2006 [32]. Copyright � (2006)
American Institute of Physics.
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diffraction experiments on individual NTs are an experimental challenge because
they require finding isolated and sufficiently long nanotubes, containing straight
sections that must be stable throughout the beam exposure. The principle of
NB-ED consists of focusing the electron beam to the front focal plane of the
objective and to form a parallel beam illumination on the sample. Therefore the
size of the probe is determined by the condenser aperture. For an aperture of
10 mm the probe diameter is �50 nm, which is much smaller than SAED and allows
the study of individual NTs.

Recently, Arenal et al. recorded the intensities of EDPs from individual
SW-BNNTs and MW nanotubes as well as from bundles of BNNTs synthesized
via laser vaporization [32,75,76,155]. Moreover, this work represents the first
determination of the chiral indices of SW- and double-walled (DW-) BNNTs.
The analysis of more than 100 NTs provided an accurate helicity distribution of
the nanotubes to these authors [32,155]. They found that 25% of these BNNTs have
helicities between 0� and 5�, among which 12% are strictly zigzag and while the
distribution of other helicities is uniform. Furthermore, they also found that, in
the DW-BNNTs case, the interlayer spacing is larger �10% than for DW-CNTs and
that there is not a strong correlation between the chiral angle of the two constituent
concentric nanotubes contrary to the case of large MW-BNNTs [128]. These
differences indicate a lower interaction between the layers for the DW-BNNTs than
that for h-BN or MW-BNNTs with larger number of walls. As we will discuss below,
these findings are very important to enable a better understanding of their growth
and of the interactions between the BN networks.

Using ED, Celik-Atkas et al. [156,157] and Golberg et al. [158] reported the
presence of a coaxial polygonized cylindrical structure on MW-BNNTs grown by a
carbon-free CVO process [86]. Celik et al. pointed out the presence of a double-helix
structural model in these MW-BNNTs [156]; one is polygonal in cross-section and
highly crystalline and the other is circular and less ordered. They considered that the
double-helix structure corresponds to a stronger wall–wall interactions associated
with the ionic bonding in BN. Golberg et al. worked on the same MW-BNNTs and
found that in a single tube the whole range of chiral angles coexist (from zigzag to
arm-chair).

Laude and Matsui [159] recorded ED patterns (using SAED technique) on
MW-BNNTs synthesized via laser vaporization method and they found that both
zigzag and armchair helicities are dominant, without any preference.

Figure 7. (a)–(c) EDPs recorded by Arenal et al. [32] on SW- (individual (a) and bundle (d))
and MW-BNNTs ((b) and (c)), respectively.
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Other important structural aspects to consider are the ends of the nanotubes.
For CNTs, in accordance with Euler’s theorem, a capped end must contain six
pentagons which are evenly distributed or not on the surface of the tube. Thus,
these caps might be conical or hemispherical (as a hemisphere of a fullerene
structure) [147]. However, in the case of BNNTs, it has been shown by Loiseau
et al. [160] that their capped ends are formed by flat layers, perpendicular to the
tube axis. These authors used molecular dynamics simulations to show that the
most energetically favourable cap configuration, regardless of the helicity of the
tubes, is three squares at the vertices of an equilatteral triangle (Figure 8, [76,160]).
It is worth noting that other configurations could include octagons, but the tips
built with such rings are not flat for realistic tube diameters. These configurations
are related to the fact that for BNNTs, the introduction of pentagons (as it is the
case for CNTs) involves the formation of B–B and N–N bonds, which are not
energetically favourable [161]. Thus, these pentagons are replaced by rings or pairs
of squares or octagons [162].

In the case of MW-BNNTs, their ends may be different from those of
SW-BNNTs, and three different configuations can be observed: (1) flat ends (similar
to those of SW) [31,160], (2) open ends [163], or (3) partially open ends as Terrones
et al. were observed, implying the existence octagons [21].

Concerning the relationship between the ends of the NTs and their helicity, there
are two theoretical works: (1) via molecular dynamics simulations, Blase et al. [161]
showed that the growth catalyst for single-NTs zigzag is less favourable than the
armchair NTs. This is due to the difference in energy required for the formation of
BB and NN bonds and the formation of BN bonds. Thus, the existence of such
‘frustrated’ links would result in an amorphous structure for closing single-zigzag
NTs, which is not the case for armchair NTs. (2) Via also molecular dynamics
simulations based on tight-binding calculations, Menon and Srivastava [164] found
that the ends of zigzag tubes are flat, while the ends of armchair SW-NTs present a
conical shape. Experimentally, the ends of conical shape are less common than the
flat ends [160].

Figure 8. (a)–(c) HRTEM micrographs showing flat tips of SW-BNNTs. Micrographs from
Arenal [76]. (d) Atomistic model of the cap of a SW-BNNT in which three squares are evenly
distributed at the tip surface [160].
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3.2.2. Defects in BNNTs: inherent and created by irradiation

Recent improvement in HRTEM has shown the possibility of a direct visualization
of single atomic defects in NTs [146]. These defects can be inherent to the NTs,
created during their synthesis, but they can be also produced via physical or chemical
post-treatments, for instance: during purification or functionalization processes, as
well as during the analysis or studies of their properties via Raman spectroscopy,
TEM, etc. As for CNTs, BNNTs are not defect free. Goldberg et al. have shown the
first TEM experiments on morphological modification in MW-BNNTs induced by
electron irradiation [166].

More recently, Zobelli et al. [165,167–169] have developed the first systematic
studies on this topic. They have shown, via high-resolution electron microscopy, the
in-situ creation under electron irradiation of point (vacancy) and extended
(dislocation lines on the tube walls) defective structures on SW-BNNTs [165]
(Figure 9). Furthermore, these authors have also calculated the structure and energy
of defective BNNTs using a DFT-DFTB combined approach [167]. They found
strong vacancy binding energies and showed that under irradiation this property
promotes the formation of extended defects rather than a random distribution of
single vacancies via a ‘laddering’ mechanism that expands an individual point defect
to an extended defective structure [168]. Moreover, they have also showed the
existence of preferential sites for vacancy creation under electron irradiation.

Other theoretical works have studied similar defective structures in individual
isolated BN nanotubes. These defects were inherent to the NTs [170–172] and
mechanically induced [173,174].

Furthermore, it has been shown that these defects can strongly influence the
electronic, optical and mechanical properties of CNTs [175,176]. In this way, Zobelli
[177] has studied the potential modifications of the electronic properties of BNNTs
via DFT calculations. They have shown the presence of one empty intrinsic defect

Figure 9. (a), (b) Two HRTEM images of a bundle of BN nanotubes taken after irradiation
times of t¼ 0 s and t¼ 20 s. Part (b) shows the appearance of single bright spots on the lower
tube of the bundle associated with a small decrease in the tube diameter. As already shown in the
case of carbon, such bright spots can be interpreted as the signature of point defects such as
single vacancies. (c), (e) Relaxed structures corresponding to single boron vacancy (c) and BN
divacancy (e) for a (14,0) tube. (d), (f) Corresponding HRTEM simulated images. Reprinted
with permission from Zobelli et al., Nano Letters, 6, 1955, 2006 [165]. Copyright � 2006
American Chemical Society.
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level in the gap which is due to homopolar B–B and N–N bonds, associated with
divacancies and edge dislocation cores.

3.3. Composition analysis on BNNTs: EELS–EFTEM

The knowledge of the morphology and the atomic structure of the nanotubes is not
sufficient to fully analyze the synthesized products, particularly when one is dealing
with heteroatomic nanotubes. In fact, their chemical composition is another point
that must be deeply studied at least as a first approach in order to investigate
their purity.

The EELS in a TEM is an essential and powerful technique to perform structural
and chemical composition studies at the nanometer scale, therefore making possible
the inspection of individual nanostructures. Two kinds of information can be
basically extracted from EEL spectra depending on the investigated energy loss
range: core loss region gives access to the chemical and electronic structure of the
material whereas low-loss region (�50 eV) provides information on its electronic
structure [178]. In this section, we shall discuss only the results coming from the
exploitation of the core loss region. Analysis of the low-loss region will be presented
in the next section and illustrated by the case of SW-BNNTs.

Basically, EELS consists of measurement of the energy losses of electrons resulting
from the specific inelastic interactions of the electron beam with the specimen.
Characteristic elemental edges of the core loss region correspond to the excitation in
thematerial of an electronic transition from a core shell. These edges contain near edge
fine structures with chemical information similar than those of X-ray absorption
edges. Thus, EELS in the core loss region provides information on the chemical species
present in the samples, on their concentration and spatial distribution at a nanometer
scale. Furthermore, nature of the chemical environment and chemical bonding can
be extracted at least qualitatively from the fine structures near absorption edges
(ELNES). As far as B–C–N nanotubes are concerned, these different informations
require inspecting C–, N– and B–K edges and their fine structures.

Spatially resolved (SR) spectroscopic information can be recorded using a
scanning TEM (STEM) under a particular acquisition mode called
spectrum-imaging (SPIM) or spectrum-line (SPLI) [179,180]. These modes consist
of the acquisition of one EEL spectrum for each position of the probe scanning over
a 2D region (SPIM) or a line (SPLI) at the surface of the nanotubes and
nanoparticles. The spatial resolution of this technique is mainly limited by the size of
the probe, and in the case of a dedicated STEM instrument the size probe is around
0.5 nm. From the collection of spectra recorded in a SPIM (SPLI), one can extract
2D elemental maps (1D elemental profile) corresponding to the different elements
present in the sample with a perfect spatial correlation.

All these capabilities have been extensively used as they are the only way to
investigate locally the chemical structure of heteroatomic nanotubes and then to get
some clues about their formation mechanism. The first demonstrative example is
provided by SW-BNNTs. The use of a dedicated STEM, allowing to develop
SR-EELS studies, was crucial to prove that BNNTs, synthesized by the laser
vaporization technique, corresponded to a sp2 bonded BN structure where boron
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and nitrogen were uniformly distributed in the tube wall according to a ratio equal to
unity [75,76]. These results are illustrated in Figure 10. This figure shows an SPLI
recorded across a BN-SWNT (bright field image in the inset of Figure 10a) and one
EEL spectrum extracted from this SPLI where the fine structures of the boron and
the nitrogen K edges are visible (Figure 10b). Furthermore, the chemical compo-
sition of the various nanostructures accompanying the nanotubes in the samples has
been examined in the same way [75,76,179,181,337]. As boron was found to be
present under various states – namely B, B2O3 and h-BN – in these nanostructures,
Arenal et al. developed a statistical analysis technique to extract, from EELS-SPIM,
the spatial distribution of this element according to the nature of its chemical
bonding. As a result, two kinds of boron-based nanoparticles could thus be
identified: pure boron particles encapsulated at the tip of the nanotube and boron
particles covered by a thin B2O3 layer and encapsulated into an h-BN cage. The
former case (particle encapsulated at the tip of the nanotube) is displayed in
Figure 11 where the chemical bonding maps of boron (boron pure (c) and BN ((d)
and (e)) at the nanometer scale have been obtained [75,179]. We shall see in the next
section that these features were very valuable for understanding the growth
mechanism of SW-BNNTs. Furthermore, since h-BN is an anisotropic material, the
fine structure of the B–K and N–K edges strongly depend on the orientation of
momentum transfer (q) with respect to the lattice [179,182,183]. Thus, the chemical
bonding maps of the sp2 BN lattice of the two extreme orientations (the electron
beam parallel and perpendicular to the anisotropic axis (c)), shown in Figure 11(d)
and (e), provide an additional proof that BNNTs consist of an sp2 bonded structure.

Energy-filtered TEM (EFTEM) mode is an alternative method for recording
elemental maps, based on EELS. For both techniques (EFTEM and SPIM) the
energy-loss processes are identical; the only difference between them is how the
information is acquired. In EFTEM an elemental map is directly recorded by
selecting an energy window, an energy range corresponding to a given core edge. If
different elements are present in the sample, elemental maps should be captured
serially. As an example, boron and nitrogen EFTEM images recorded on
a SW-BNNT sample are depicted in Figure 12 [28]. As in maps extracted from

Figure 10. (a) SPLI recorded across the BN-SWNT shown in the bright field image (inset). (b)
EEL spectrum extracted from (a) showing the boron and nitrogen K edges. Figures are taken
from Arenal [76].
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EELS-SPIM, these EFTEM maps reveal that the particles are either encapsulated in
a BN shell or at the tip of the BNNTs, and that they contain boron.

3.4. Growth mechanism of BNNTs

From the synthesis and characterization works developed on BNNTs and presented
above, we can conclude that, in order to be able to employ them in industrial
applications, it is necessary to improve their synthesis techniques, including increased
production efficiency, higher purity and quality. Thus, understanding the formation
and growth of BNNTs is the key point to achieve these goals.

Figure 11. (a) and (b) bright and HAADF images of a bundle composed by 2 SW-BNNTs,
respectively. (c)–(e) NNLS maps of boron and boron nitride ((d) and (e)) for the two extreme
orientations (electron beam perpendicular and parallel to the c-axis), respectively. It can
clearly be seen that the core boron particle is surrounded by the BN network. This figure is
modified from Figure 6 in Arenal et al. [75].

Figure 12. Elemental maps of boron (a) and nitrogen (b) obtained using EFTEM imaging
with inelastic electrons corresponding to energy losses �E 188 eV and �E 5401 eV, boron and
nitrogen K-edges, respectively. Reprinted figure with permission from Lee et al., Physical
Review B, 64, 121405, 2001 [28]. Copyright � 2001 by the American Physical Society.
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Concerning SW-BNNTs, in contrast to SW-CNTs, where the growth mechanism
has been studied by several groups, relatively little is known about the formation of
BNNTs. For instance, for SW-CNTs, the influence of the metal catalysts in the
growth of the tubes is well established and their role becomes clear [8,184]. The
catalyst has been shown to have the ability to dissolve the carbon and to reject
it upon solidification, permitting the graphitization at very low temperatures.
Nevertheless, in the case of BNNTs, both aspects, influence and role of the catalysts,
are still missing and they have not yet been demonstrated. Indeed, as we presented
above, SW-BNNTs were produced without a catalyst; nanotube growth proceeds
from a pure boron nanoparticle [28,75]. Lee et al. [28] and more recently Arenal et al.
[75] have proposed a phenomenological model to explain the formation and growth
of these SW-BNNTs. Arenal et al. [75] combined the HRTEM, ED and SR-EELS
studies with the analysis of the synthesis conditions and of the phase diagram to
identify the fundamental factors determining the nanotube growth mecha-
nism [32,75,76,179,181]. These experiments strongly support a root-growth model
which involves the presence of a droplet of boron. This phenomenological model
considers the solubility, solidification and segregation phenomena of the
elements present in this boron droplet. In this model, they distinguished three dif-
ferent steps as a function of the temperature (Figure 13): (1) formation of the liquid
boron droplet from the decomposition of different boron compounds existing in the
hexagonal boron nitride target, (2) reaction of these boron droplets with nitrogen gas
present in the vaporization chamber and recombination of these elements to form
boron nitride and (3) incorporation of the nitrogen atoms at the root of the boron
particle at active reacting sites that achieve the growth of the tube. The tube growth
proceeds as long as the droplets are liquid, that is when the temperature is above
2200�C. Furthermore, the authors pointed out that the oxygen is a poison of the
growth of SW-BNNTs since oxygen inhibits the reaction B–N2. This has also been
confirmed by recent works performed by Cau et al. [185]. On the other hand, using
first-principles molecular dynamics simulations, Blase et al. [161] showed that
armchair SW-BNNTs can develop an ordered metastable edge, and thus may grow
uncatalyzed. In contrast, zigzag SW-BNNTs rapidly evolve into an amorphous-like-
tip, preventing further growth. These authors found that this difference originates in
the �1.6 eV average frustration energy associated with N–N or B–B bonds as

Figure 13. Sketches showing the phenomenological model for the formation of the tubes.
The model is as follows: (i) formation of boron drops from the decomposition of h-BN and
from the boron oxide of the target; (ii) reaction of these drops of boron with the nitrogen
injected into the reaction chamber and with nitrogen coming from the h-BN target.
Recombination of the boron and nitrogen to form BN; (iii) incorporation of the nitrogen
atoms at the root of the boron particle that achieves the growth of the tube. This figure is
modified from Figure 8 in Arenal et al. [75].
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compared to B–N bonds. These results seem to be in agreement with the
experimental ones developed by Arenal et al., described above, where these
authors found that (1) SW-BNNTs produced by laser vaporization were mainly
zigzag [32] and (2) that a boron particle is involved in the synthesis of these NTs [75].
This B particle plays a double role, of growth support and of
reactant. Furthermore, from these theoretical and experimental studies, we can
deduce that this boron particle could be the origin of the stabilization of zigzag
SW-BNNTs.

We notice that little is also known about the nucleation, formation and growth of
MW-BNNTs. In 2000, Lourie et al. [81] proposed a growth model for MW-BNNTs
also based on a root-growth mechanism. Following this mechanism, the NTs
nucleate on a nickel boride particle with often irregular initiation caps and grow by
incorporation of additional BN at the catalyst-nanotube junctions. In such a way,
the caps grow independently of the catalytic surface. Thus, when the NTs’ growth
ends, it seems that the tubes remain attached by BN roots to the nickel boride
particles on the substrate.

The most popular model to explain the growth mechanism of MW-BNNTs is the
VLS mechanism [101–104]. In this model, the gas (vapour phase) dissolves in the
metal catalyst which is in a liquid phase, until its supersaturation. Then vapour
precipitates, generating the solid phase (crystallization) when the temperature
decreases. It is worth mentioning that the synthesis process carried out by Huo et al.
[186] could fit into this VLS mechanism. In this case, the synthesis of MW-BNNTs
is achieved via a heat treatment of FeB nanoparticles in a mixture of ammonia and
nitrogen gases. As a matter of fact, as these workers pointed out, Fe–B particles are
not only acting as the medium for transportation of the components from the vapour
to the product (e.g. nitrogen from NH3/N2), as is the case in VLS growth, but also
partially provided the component itself (boron).

In 2003, Ma and Bando [91] proposed a lip–lip interaction model to explain
the growth mechanism of MW-BNNTs that they synthesized. Their model was
supported by HRTEM investigations. Thus, they suggested that the nanotubes grew
in a layer-by-layer sequence where the previously formed layer acts as the template
for the subsequent layers. They also considered that few layers could grow
simultaneously, not being a layer-by-layer single sequence growth process.

In summary, despite the importance of the studies on the growth mechanism
of the BNNTs, we point out that there is a lack of their detailed understanding.
This represents a serious impediment to progress in BNNTs research.

4. Physical properties of BN tubes: theory and experiments

In this section, we shall review the state-of-the-art, both theoretical and experimen-
tal, of three main properties of BNNTs: electronic, vibrational and optical.

It is worth mentioning that from the experimental point of view, different aspects
have limited the study of the properties of BNNTs. The most significant ones are the
large value of BNNTs’ band gap (most of the techniques used for the study of the
properties of CNTs are not suitable for BNNTs, as we shall see in this section) and
the difficulty to obtain samples containing a high NT density, of high purity and of
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high quality. Concerning the latter of these difficulties, it is worth noting that due to
the recent synthesis efforts, mentioned in previous section, it is possible that this
situation will rapidly evolve in the near future.

Apart from the studies on the stability, discussed above, theoretical studies have
been developed in parallel to experimental measurements. In fact, this theoretical
effort has been a very helpful support to the experiments, and their interpretation,
as we shall see latter on.

4.1. Electronic properties

Despite a rather large number of experimental studies [163], the nature (direct or not)
and magnitude of the band gap remains difficult to assess experimentally. This is
certainly due to the difficulties mentioned above. In such situations, accurate
theoretical studies may help in interpreting and discussing the properties of this
material and its related forms, namely BN nanotubes.

4.1.1. Planar h-BN and the ionicity gap

We start our analysis of the electronic properties of BN tubes by analysing that of the
isolated graphene sheet which we compare to the case of the h-BN isolated sheet.
As shown in the case of carbon tubes, and provided that the diameter is large enough
so that �–� re-hybridization effects are not too important [187,188], the band-folding
analysis indeed already provides a good understanding of the tube’s electronic
properties.

The standard �–�� model for graphene hinges on the fact that in the planar
geometry, 2pz orbitals, perpendicular to the plane, cannot couple with the in-plane 2s
and 2px and 2py for symmetry reasons. Indeed, pz orbitals are odd with respect to
planar reflection, while the others are even. As a result, it can be shown that in the
case of CNTs, the states controlling the band-gap are linear combinations of pz
orbitals only, forming the so-called bonding and anti-bonding � and �� states,
respectively. This can be exploited to derive an analytic relation for the
band-structure of CNTs, by introducing the two possible Bloch state basis that
can be formed with onsite pz orbitals, namely:

�ðk, rÞ ¼ cAðkÞ ~p
A
z ðk, rÞ þ cBðkÞ ~p

B
z ðk, rÞ, ð4Þ

~pAz ðk, rÞ ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ncells

p
X
‘

eik:‘pzðr� rA � ‘Þ, ð5Þ

~pBz ðk, rÞ ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ncells

p
X
‘

eik:‘pzðr� rB � ‘Þ, ð6Þ

where k is the electron momentum (the quantum ‘number’), Ncells the number of
unit cells in the graphene sheet, and ‘ the cell position index. The spectrum is
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derived by solving the Schrödinger equation that reduces to a 2� 2 matrix

diagonalization:

HAA � E HAB

HBA HBB � E

� �
, ð7Þ

where matrix elements are defined as

HAAðkÞ ¼
1

Ncells

X
‘, ‘0

eik:ð‘
0�‘ÞhpA,‘z j H j p

A,‘0

z i, ð8Þ

HABðkÞ ¼
1

Ncells

X
‘, ‘0

eik:ð‘
0�‘ÞhpA,‘z j H j p

B,‘0

z i, ð9Þ

with the notation: pA=B,�z ¼ pzðr� rA=B � �Þ. Here, we have neglected the overlap

matrix elements: S ¼ h ~pAz j ~p
B
z i between neighbouring ~pz orbitals (neglect of overlap

integrals define the so-called orthogonal tight-binding schemes). After simple

manipulations, and restricting interactions to first-nearest-neighbours only, one gets

HABðkÞ ¼ hp
A,0
z jHjp

B,0
z i þ e�ik:a1hpA,0z jHjp

B,�a1
z i þ e�ik:a2hpA,0z jHjp

B,�a2
z i, ð10Þ

that is, HAB(k)¼�	0�(k) with 	0 the transfer integral between first neighbours �
orbitals (a typical value for 	0 is 2.9 eV) and �(k)¼ (1þ e�ik.a1þ e�ik.a2).

The most important difference between graphene and h-BN comes from the

onsite HAA and HBB terms. In the case of graphene where the two atoms in the unit

cell are of the same chemical number, these two onsite terms are equal. As

HAA¼HBB¼E0 enter the Hamiltonian equation through (
�E0), it is easy to see

that it represents just a rigid shift of the band structure and it is customary to take as

an energy reference: E0¼ 0. The dispersion relations of graphene in this simple �–��

model are then readily obtained:

E
ðkÞ ¼ 
	0
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3þ 2 cosðk:a1Þ þ 2 cosðk:a2Þ þ 2 cosðk:ða2 � a1ÞÞ

p
, ð11Þ

which can be further developed as

E
ðkx, kyÞ ¼ 
	0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 4 cos

ffiffiffi
3
p

kxa

2
cos

kya

2
þ 4 cos2

kya

2

s
, ð12Þ

by setting a ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

acc (acc¼ 1.42 Å). The k¼ (kx, ky) vectors that belong to the first

hexagonal Brillouin zone (BZ) constitute the ensemble of available electronic

momentum.
In the case of h-BN, however, the two atoms in the unit cell are non-equivalent

and the onsite HAA and HBB are different. By introducing D¼HBB�HAA, one now

obtains for h-BN:

E
ðkÞ ¼ 
	0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D2=4	20 þ j�ðkÞj

2

q
: ð13Þ

In particular, the band gap at the BZ corners K and K0 does not close but reduces

to D. This band gap is independent of the �(k) factor, which depends on the
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crystallographic structure and hopping strength 	0, so that the band gap of BN
compounds can be expected to be to first-order independent of the details of the
atomic structure. This explains the so-called ‘stability’ of the band gap in h-BN
nanotubes which indeed hardly depends on curvature and helicity [14], except in the
limit of very small diameters.

4.1.2. Quasiparticle band structure

The simple �–�� model is not as useful in the case of h-BN as it is for graphene.
Indeed, the large band gap opening between bonding � and anti-bonding �� states is
such that the clear decoupling of energy between �–�� and �–�� excitation energies
in graphite is not verified in the case of h-BN. As such, full calculations including
all valence electrons are needed to provide a reliable description of the electronic
properties of h-BN. A more accurate tight-binding parameterization along that line
has been worked out by Robertson [189]. However, since experimental studies yield
very scattered results, e.g. band gaps ranging from 3.2 eV to 5.97 eV, the
parametrization of the one-site and hopping terms turns out to be a difficult
problem and parameter-free first-principles approaches are desirable.

Ab-initio calculations of the band structure of h-BN within the density functional
theory (DFT) [137,190–192] or Hartree–Fock (HF) theory [193] came as early as the
mid-1980s. However, the well-known large underestimation (overestimation) of the
band gap values of insulators within DFT (HF) does not allow to fully rationalize
the electronic properties of h-BN systems. Fortunately, more accurate many-body
techniques, such as the quasiparticle GW approach [194], have been used to predict
with a much better accuracy the band structure of h-BN bulk and nanotubes
[14,195–199]. In the case of bulk h-BN, the most recent GW calculations [197] predict
an indirect band gap of 5.95 eV between the top of the valence bands at the T1 point
(close to K along !K) and the conduction band minimum at M. Such a value is
1.93 eV larger than the corresponding DFT value (4.02 eV). The smallest direct band
gap is located at the H point and takes a value of 6.47 eV [197]. Such values are
consistent with an earlier GW calculation [196] with an indirect and direct band gap
of 6.04 and 6.66 eV, respectively. Similarly, the earliest GW calculations on h-BN
[196], based on an extrapolation of the self-energy correction calculated at a few
high-symmetry points, confirmed the indirect nature of the band gap between T1 and
M, but with a smaller 5.4 eV value. We compare in Figure 14 the latest DFT-LDA
and GW band structures for bulk h-BN.

4.1.3. The nearly-free-electron-state

An interesting property of h-BN and BNNTs is related to the electronic state
controlling the bottom of the conduction bands at �. This state has been studied by
several groups on the basis of first-principles approaches [192,195,196], an interest
that stems from its potential role in n-type doped h-BN systems and, in particular, its
interplay with intercalants as shown recently in the case of the interlayer state
in graphite [200].

Due to the large band gap of h-BN compounds, the states at the bottom of the
conduction bands are located close to, or above, the vacuum level. As such, their
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energy is dominated by their kinetic component and they are weakly bound to the
BN sheets.

This feature can be clearly seen when representing the charge density associated
with the state at the bottom of the conduction bands at � in a plane perpendicular
to the BN layers (Figure 15d). Clearly, the charge density cannot be described as a
linear combination of boron or nitrogen pz orbitals (as for the states represented
in Figure 15a–c) since the charge density extends much further into the inter-
layer region. Such a state, localized mainly in between the atomic layers, is therefore
labelled a ‘nearly-free-electron-state’ (NFE).

In the case of graphene, it was shown that the NFE, located at much higher an
energy as compared to h-BN, falls rapidly in energy under intercalation with n-type
donors such as potassium, an effect resulting both from hybridization but most
importantly from a universal electrostatic effect [200]. Further, it has been shown
that such a state plays some role in the superconducting transition of intercalated
graphite such as CaC6 or YbC6 [201]. Analogous effects in h-BN systems have
neither been studied so far, nor demonstrated experimentally.

4.1.4. Polarization effects in BN nanotubes

Important quantum effects can arise upon folding of the h-BN sheet onto nanotubes.
An important observation is that while the planar system is centro-symmetric,
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Figure 14. Quasiparticle band structure for bulk h-BN (Reprinted figure with permission
from Arnaud et al., Physics Review Letters, 96, 026402, 2006 [197]. Copyright � (2006) by the
American Chemical Society.). The solid lines are the result of DFT-LDA calculations. Open
(violet) circles represent the GW calculations. The two band structures have been aligned at
the valence bands maximum (T1 point near K along the �–K direction). The vertical arrows
indicate optical transitions contributing to the main optical absorption spectrum features.
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BN tubes are not in general. Breaking of the inversion symmetry in polar
materials bears important consequences that have been analyzed at the theoretical
level. In an early work, Král et al. [202] predicted that unpolarized light should
induce a shift current in BNNTs with a direction along the tube axis determined
by the chiral indices. The prediction of such photogalvanic effects was subsequently
followed by the discussion on the occurrence of a spontaneous ground-state
electric polarization in non-centrosymmetric BN tubes [203], that is of a macroscopic
dipole moment. Such effects are purely quantum mechanical and differ from the
physics of chiral currents induced by DC bias, e.g. in the case of BC2N tubes
(see below) which can be derived within a classical Boltzmann approach to transport
[204,205].

Another potentially important effect is related to the variation of BNNTs band
gap upon switching of a transverse static electric field, a phenomena labelled ‘giant
DC Stark effect’ [206]. On the basis of ab-initio calculations, it was shown that the
band gap can be significantly reduced through a mixing between occupied and
unoccupied states induced by the applied field. Such a possibility of tuning the band
gap of BNNTs offers important perspectives in terms of practical applications.

Figure 15. Contour plots in a plane perpendicular to the BN layers of the charge density of
selected states for bulk hexagonal BN. BN layers are indicated by horizontal lines. N atoms
are represented with filled circles and B atoms with empty circles. The charge densities are
averaged over planes parallel to the BN layers and normalized to unity in the unit cell. (a)
LUMO state at M, (b) HOMO state at K, (c) HOMO state at H and (d) LUMO state at �.
In (d), contours labelled 1 and 2 correspond to a charge density of, respectively, 0.16� 10�4

and 0.63� 10�4 electron/a.u.3. The maximum charge density is 1.26� 10�4 electron/a.u.3 on
the nitrogen atom (adapted from Ref. [195]).
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4.2. Vibrational properties

Particular effort is always devoted to study the vibrational properties of a material
because they are responsible for their elastic and thermodynamic properties such as
the heat capacity and the thermal expansion [207]. Furthermore, in the case of
carbon NTs the study of lattice dynamics via Raman spectroscopy is widely
employed because it is a quick and non-destructive tool and because structural and
electronic properties can also be probed [9,10]. However, as we will present below,
for BNNTs, these studies are not so easy to develop and the information that one can
obtain are not so rich and valuable.

Several theoretical works of the phonon frequencies of these nanotubes were
recently performed: Sanchez-Portal and Hernandez [208] using tight-binding
calculations, Popov [209] via a valence shell model and via a first principles
approach by Wirtz et al. [138,210]. In this section we will describe both theoretical
and experimental works carried out in BNNTs as well as in their reference
material, h-BN.

4.2.1. Vibrational properties: theoretical aspects

Before presenting the experimental works on the lattice dynamics of BNNTs, their
theoretical description is necessary. In the following we will first describe the studies
on the lattice dynamics of h-BN, and we will latter turn to the studies on SW-BNNTs.

The phonon frequencies (!) are calculated as a function of the phonon wave
vector (q) as the solution of the secular equation (14). It is worth noting that the first
step is to optimize the geometry, finding the equilibrium geometry. In fact, the
phonons are calculated from the change in total energy as the atoms are displaced
from their equilibrium position.

det
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

MiMj

p @2E

@u��i ðqÞ@u
�
j ðqÞ
� !2ðqÞ

�����
����� ¼ 0, ð14Þ

where Mi and Mj are the atomic masses of atoms i and j, and u�j ðbfqÞ represents the
displacement of the j atom in the � direction. The first term of Equation (14),

@2E
@u��

i
ðqÞ@u�j ðqÞ

, is the dynamical matrix (C ��
ij (q)). To obtain this, there are several possible

approaches that have been employed in the case of h-BN and BNNTs: (i) the force
constants were obtained from total-energy calculations using a semi-empirical
tight-binding approach [208]. (ii) In the force constant approach [209], a reduced set
of C ��

ij (R), where R is a vector connecting different unit cells in the real space, was
fitted in order to reproduce the experimental phonon dispersion relation [211].
(iii) Force constants were obtained from ab-initio total energy calculations [138].

As in the case of a graphene sheet versus bulk graphite, because of the very weak
interplanar interactions, the phonon dispersion relations for a sheet of hexagonal BN
provide a good approximation for these for bulk h-BN in the basal plane. However,
in contrast to the non-polar graphite, due to the ionic character of BN which has a
long-range dipole–dipole interaction between the sheets, there is a splitting between
the longitudinal and transverse optical modes (LO-TO splitting) at the �-point [138].
Furthermore, it is worth noting that in general, the phonons of the h-BN sheet are
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softer than those of the graphene single layer [138]. This fact is again due to the
partial ionicity of the BN implying a softening of the BN bonds.

In this context, very recently, Serrano et al. [212] compared the results of the
phonon dispersion relation of bulk h-BN, measured by inelastic x-ray scattering
(IXS) and obtained from ab-initio calculations. These studies showed an excellent
agreement between the experimental data and the calculations. In Figure 16, phonon
dispersion relations of h-BN measured in these IXS experiments are depicted , as well
as the Raman and IR data at � and compared with the calculated phonon dispersion
relations obtained via first principles.

We now turn to the study of the lattice dynamics of BNNTs. The NTS’ physical
properties strongly depend on their symmetry and concerning the vibrational
properties, the symmetry has an even more important role. For BNNTs, the
identification and analysis of the symmetry group were conducted by two different
teams Damnjanovic et al. [213] and Alon [214]. We can summarize the analysis of
symmetry groups as follows:

(1) For zigzag nanotubes (n, 0), unit cell is shown in Figure 17, have an n-fold
rotation axis (�¼ 2�/n) and n vertical reflection planes. Thus, the associated
linear group of this unit cell is Cnv. When we consider an infinite extended
system, a rotation of �/2 and a T/2 (where T is the translation vector) keeps
the system invariant, while the group Cnv is reduced to a C2nv, which is more

Figure 16. (a) Phonon dispersion relations of h-BN along the main symmetry directions.
The open (red) circles display modes polarized in the hexagonal plane whereas the solid (blue)
circles correspond to modes polarized along the c axis. The solid curves represent the
calculated phonon dispersion and infrared [215] and Raman [215–217] data at the � point are
displayed by open (magenta) and solid (green) diamonds. (b) Calculated phonon dispersions
of a monolayer of h-BN deposited on three layers of Ni (solid lines) compared to the EELS
data from Ref. [211] (red open circles). Note that in the experiment only vibrational modes
involving boron or nitrogen atoms were detected while in the calculations also the vibrational
modes of the Ni substrate are included (reprinted with permission from Serrano et al., Physical
Review Letters, 98, 095503, 2007 [212]. Copyright � 2007 by the American Physical Society).
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appropriate for symmetry analyses of the vibrational modes and their
identification as Raman or IR active modes.

(2) For armchair nanotubes (n, n), as well as the zigzag, the group of symmetry
of the unit cell is Cnh and becomes C2nh for the infinite extended systems.

(3) In the case of chiral nanotubes (n,m), which do not have a centre of
symmetry nor reflection planes, the symmetry group is Cd, where d is the
greatest common divisor of n and m. However, the infinitely extended tube is
described by CN, where N is the total number of hexagons per unit cell (which
is twice the number of atoms) and usually being larger than d.

The special symmetry properties of 1D BNNTs defines Raman-active and
infrared-active vibrational modes. Point-group theory of the unit cell, predicts the
number of Raman-active modes and infrared-active modes and their symmetry
types. In fact, the number of active modes is found by determining how often each
irreducible representation appears in the (reducible) representation of the symmetry
group (C2nv, C2nh or CN, respectively) which is given by the 12n vibrational degrees of
freedom of the unit cell. According to Alon [214], this leads for zigzag tubes to 14
Raman active modes (three with A1 symmetry, five with E1 symmetry and six with E2

symmetry, where the E1 and the A1 modes with vanishing frequency have already
been subtracted). Out of these modes, eight modes (3 A1 and 5 E1) are also IR active.
In the case of chiral tubes, there are 15 Raman active modes (4 A, 5 E1, and 6 E2) out
of which nine modes (4 A and 5 E1) are also IR active. The small difference in the
number of active modes between zigzag and chiral tubes stems from the fact that the
additional vertical reflection symmetry of the zigzag tube causes a distinction
between Ramanþinfrared active A1 modes and non-active A2 modes. The sets of
Raman and IR active modes for BN armchair tubes are disjoint: nine modes are
Raman active (three with Ag symmetry, two with E1g symmetry and four with E2g

symmetry).
Phonon frequencies of BNNTs were calculated by Sanchez-Portal and

Hernandez [208] using tight-binding calculations and Wirtz et al. [138] by first

Figure 17. Comparison of the point-group symmetry of the unit cell with the space-group
symmetry of zigzag BNNTs. Reprinted with permission from Wirtz et al., Physical Review B,
68, 045425, 2003 [138]. Copyright � 2003 by the American Physical Society.
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principles calculations. Both groups found good agreement between a zone-folding
approximation (within zone folding the � point vibrations of a nanotube originate
from non-� point vibrations of h-BN) and a full calculation for several BN
nanotubes; similar conclusions were drawn from a valence shell model from the
calculations done by Popov [209]. However, concerning the zone-folding method, it
is worth mentioning that this approach is not always a good approximation because
it does not always give the correct dispersion relation for a nanotube [219],
particularly in the low-frequency region.

The symmetry of the active modes can be seen intuitively by applying this
zone-folding approach. In Figure 18(a), we see that for zigzag NTs, the perpendic-
ular component of the phonon wavevector (q?) can assume, in the reciprocal space,
2n discrete values (�¼ 0, . . . , 2n�1) following the line �!K!M!K!�.
The parallel component (q//) has no restriction. However, the Raman and IR

Figure 18. Sketch of the zone folding method for different SW-BNNTs: (a) zigzag (n, 0),
(b) armchair (n, n) and (c) chiral (n,m). On the left, a hexagonal BN-sheet is rolled in
perpendicular direction to the primitive translation vector (T). The component (q?) of the
phonon wavevector in the circumferential direction is quantized. On the right: in the 2D
Brillouin zone of zigzag nanotubes, the quantization corresponds to 2n steps along the
line �!K!M!K!�. In armchair nanotubes 2n discrete steps are taken along the
line �!M!�, while in chiral tubes the discretization proceeds along a line connecting
more distant �-points. The points at and close to � give rise to the Raman and IR active A, E1,
and E2 modes. Reprinted with permission from Wirtz et al., Physical Review B, 68, 045425,
2003 [138]. Copyright � (2003) by the American Physical Society.
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active modes are modes at the �-point of the 1D Brillouin zone and then correspond
to q//¼ 0. As the points at �¼ 1 and �¼ 2n�1 are equivalent in the reciprocal space,
all modes are doubly degenerate, except for �¼ 0 (corresponding to the �-point of
the sheet) and the �¼ n (the M-point of the sheet). By applying strict selection rules
for the group of symmetry C2nv, the modes of the sheet at � are transformed into
modes of symmetry A for the tubes, the modes at M are the modes of symmetry B
and those in �¼ 1, . . . , n�1 modes become modes of E1, . . . , En�1 symmetry. Thus,
in the tubes there are six different phonon modes for each of these symmetries,
coming from the six different branches of phonons of the monolayer of h-BN (two
atoms of the unit cell moving in the three directions of space). Each of these six
branches of phonons gives (nþ 1) different phonon modes in the tubes: (n� 1) E
modes, 1 A mode and 1 B mode. A detailed discussion of these aspects was developed
by Wirtz et al. and can be found in [138].

Once the activity of the different modes is discussed we can turn to the
calculations of their frequencies. We present here the results obtained by Wirtz et al.
[138] using ab-initio calculations and their comparison with the results coming from
the zone-folding approach of the dispersion relations of a single layer of h-BN
obtained from ab-initio calculations. Figure 19 displays the phonon frequencies
of Raman and IR active modes of infinitely long zigzag, armchair and chiral
SW-BNNTs as a function of the nanotube diameter. The lines correspond to the
result of the zone-folding method. The symbols are the result of ab-initio calculations
for selected tubes. The shape of the symbols characterizes its symmetry (see legend in
the inset) and the shading in black, white or gray distinguishes between modes that

Figure 19. Frequencies of Raman- and IR-active modes in BN nanotubes as a function of
tube diameter: comparison of ab-initio values (symbols) with zone-folding method (lines).
The shape of the symbols denotes the symmetry of the modes (see legend). Black filling marks
modes which are Raman active only. White filling stands for IR active only. Gray filling
stands for modes which are both Raman and IR active. R, L and T mark the radial,
longitudinal, and tangential high-frequency modes. Reprinted with permission from Wirtz
et al., Physical Review B, 68, 045425, 2003 [138]. Copyright � 2003 by the American Physical
Society.
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are Raman active IR active, or both Raman and IR active, respectively. The phonon
modes can be divided into three regions. The first one that we will consider is the
low-frequency region, where the phonons are derived from the acoustic branches of
the sheet dispersion relation. In this context, Figure 20 shows the dependence of the
low-phonon frequencies on the diameter. With increasing diameter, the phonon
frequencies decrease as the linear/quadratic slope of the longitudinal acoustic (LA),
transverse acoustic (TA) and out-of-plane acoustic (ZA) branches of the sheet
dispersion, respectively. It is this strong diameter dependence that makes the
low-frequency modes, particularly the radial breathing mode (RBM). It is well
known that for NTs this RBM is very valuable since its frequency provides a
measure of the NTs’ diameter (!RBM� 1/dt). The phonons in the
intermediate-frequency region around 800 cm�1 are derived from the optical
out-of-plane (ZO) branch of the sheet. For large diameter, all three phonon modes
converge towards the frequency of the ZO mode at �. The high-frequency regime
(above 1200 cm�1 comprises the phonon modes derived from the LO and TO
branches of the sheet. The L modes converge, monotonously increasing towards the
asymptotic value at 1382 cm�1, while the T modes display a strong non-monotonic
behavior and approach the asymptotic value from above, corresponding to the
strong over-bending of the LO branch in the dispersion relation of the sheet.

Moreover, the diameter of the NTs is another significant aspect that has been
considered by Wirtz et al. [138] is the dependence in the phonon modes of the close
packing or ‘bundling’ of the NTs. In fact, this arrangement may affect the
frequencies of phonons due to interaction between the tubes or their non-uniform
deformation. For CNTs, the influence of this effect has been studied by different
teams using tight-binding codes [219,220]. These authors have found a hardening of
4% [189] and 10% [220] of the RBM, due to the effect of the inter-tube interaction.

Figure 20. Double-logarithmic plot of the low phonon frequencies in the BN zigzag tubes.
The dashed lines are least square fits to the form A/D2 for the lowest E2 mode and to the form
A/dt for all other modes. The fit has been performed on the diameter interval between 6
and 14 Å. Reprinted with permission from Wirtz et al., Physical Review B, 68, 045425, 2003
[138]. Copyright � (2003) by the American Physical Society.
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For BNNTs, the first noticeable effect due to the bundle arrangement of the tubes is
the splitting of the doubly degenerate E modes. Most of the frequencies of all the
modes are softened, except for the lowest E2g mode. However, the influence of this
effect is small. An exception is the mode E1u (T), where its frequency decreases by
almost 4%. This is due to the polar nature of the BN [138].

On the other hand, we mentioned above the existence of the LO-TO splitting in
h-BN. However, this effect is only observable, in principle, in 3D systems (systems
infinitely extended). As a matter of fact, in the case of NTs if they have a diameter
smaller than the excitation wavelength, these systems can be considered as 1D
systems and this phenomenon is not possible.

Recently, Wirtz et al. [210] have calculated the non-resonant Raman spectra of
zigzag and armchair BNNTs via a bond-polarizability model (Figure 21).

4.2.2. Vibrational properties: Raman and infrared spectroscopies

Raman and infrared spectroscopies are employed to investigate the phonons of a
material, thus, going back to h-BN as the reference material to BNNTs, their

Figure 21. Calculated Raman intensities for: (i) three different zigzag BNNTs and (ii) the
(10, 10) armchair BNNT. Comparison of ab-initio calculations (positive axis) with the
bond-polarization model (inverted axis). The spectra are plotted with a full-width at
half-maximum (FWHM) of 10 cm�1. Reprinted with permission from Wirtz et al., Physical
Review B, 71, 241402 R, 2005 [210]. Copyright � (2005) by the American Physical Society.
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vibrational properties have also been experimentally studied by those techniques.
As a matter of fact, since the early Raman experiments of Geick et al. [215] and the
infrared measurements of Gielisse et al. [221] both in the 1960s, a large number of
works have been devoted to the study of the vibrational properties of h-BN (e.g.
[216,222,223]). On the other hand, recently, Reich et al. [217] obtained the second-
order Raman spectrum of the h-BN by UV-Raman measurements (229 and 244 nm,
as excitation wavelengths) on highly pure powders of h-BN. Furthermore, besides
these studies, the phonon dispersion relations have been obtained by EELS
measurements performed on a monolayer of h-BN deposited on a Ni(111) substrate
by Rokuta et al. [211], and by IXS measurements on a h-BN single crystal performed
by Serrano et al. [212]. In fact, the latter measurements allow one to investigate the
entire optical phonon dispersion in all high-symmetry directions. These experimental
results solved long-standing discrepancies between different theoretical models and
with the previous EELS measurements which presented some divergences with the
calculated relation dispersions.

As we mentioned above, for CNTs (as well as for doped CNTs, e.g. CNx-NTs,
etc.), Raman spectroscopy is a widely used technique to investigate their vibrational,
structural and electronic properties [9,10]. In fact, Raman spectroscopy on CNTs is
carried out under resonant conditions involving van Hove singularities in the 1D
density of electronic states (the excitation wavelength (incident photons) must
correspond to electronic transition of the investigated NTs that leads to resonance
enhancement in the corresponding Raman cross section [217]). These conditions
depend on the metallic or semiconducting character of the tubes and on their
diameter [9,10]. In spite of the fact that a large quantity of works have been done of
the vibrational properties of CNTs [9,10], only few experimental studies have been
developed on the counterparts BNNTs [149,223].

Raman spectroscopy, on the other hand, is rarely used for BN because of its
lower sensitivity, as shown by Reich et al. [217]. Arenal et al. [149] have
demonstrated that, as for SW-CNTs, no Raman signal can be detected for
SW-BNNTs if excitation conditions are far from resonance with respect to electronic
transitions. Knowing that the electronic gap is about 6 eV, this requires to perform
Raman spectroscopy in the UV range with excitation wavelengths as close as
possible as 200 nm. Arenal et al. [149] succeeded in performing micro UV-Raman
measurements at excitation wavelength of equal to 229 nm (5.41 eV) on SW-BNNTs.
It is worth mentioning that low-frequency radial breathing modes of BNNTs, which
are the only unique and reliable signature of SWNTs, cannot be detected in these UV
Raman measurements because the notch filters employed in these spectrometers have
a cut off frequency of 500 cm�1. The Raman spectra, shown in Figure 22, have been
recorded on specific areas well characterized by TEM and marked on the grid prior
to the Raman measurements. Figure 22 displays the UV Raman spectra measured
at the same power, on two different areas of the TEM grid (Figure 22a and b,
respectively), and on an h-BN reference sample (Figure 22c). Inset of Figure 22
displays TEM micrographs in two different areas: the first one (Figure 22a) contains
a high density of SWNTs, whereas the second one (Figure 22b) is a platelet of h-BN
of micrometer size, expelled from the target during the laser vaporization synthesis.
Only one peak at around 1365 cm�1 is visible in all the UV-Raman spectra.
For h-BN, this mode is the E2g mode at 1365 cm�1. The recorded spectrum on the
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NTs area (Figure 22a) also displays a peak in this frequency range, but the band
differs from h-BN in two ways as emphasized in the inset of Figure 22. First, the
peak is shifted to higher frequencies by 5 cm�1, second, it is broadened. This
behavior is intrinsic of the NTs-containing areas. The peak at 1370 cm�1 corresponds
to the A1 tangential mode of the NTs. According to ab-initio calculations, the
increase in phonon frequency compared to bulk hexagonal BN is attributed to a
hardening of the sp2 bonds in the BN tubes, the difference being due to the
inter-plane interaction in h-BN. Concerning the broadening of this peak, it could be
explained as a composite signal due to the tangential Ag and longitudinal E2g modes
(assignment for armchair tubes, in the case of zigzag and chiral tubes the
corresponding assignment is A1 and Eg). Finally, these experiments attested that
Raman scattering in the UV at 229 nm excitation provides pre-resonant conditions,
confirming that the electronic gap of SW-BNNTs is larger than 5.5 eV.

Concerning MW-BNNTs, Wu et al. [223] reported a blue-shift of the
high-frequency BNNT peak �2.1 cm�1 compared to bulk h-BN in UV-Raman
scattering. In contrast, Zhi et al. [224] found a red-shift of 3 cm�1 and Yong et al.
[226] of 6 and 13 cm�1 for two different MW-BNNTs samples using visible
excitation. The comparison of these works with those on SW-BNNTs [149] allows to
clarify these controversial results. Moreover, Wu et al. [223] detected a Raman peak
at 920 cm�1 and assigned it to ‘disorder-induced Raman activity or contamination’,
since the authors considered it impossible for a perfect h-BN crystal to show such
a feature. Zhi et al. [224] also stated that such a peak cannot be present in perfect
h-BN crystals and considered this peak to correspond to the D peak in CNTs and

Figure 22. Raman spectra excited at 229 nm on (a) a BN-NTs rich area in a standard TEM
carbon grid, (b) a particle of h-BN on the same grid [see insets] and (c) highly crystalline
powder h-BN. This figure is modified from Figure 3 in Arenal et al. [149].
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graphite [10]. However, these assignments are incorrect, since the 920 cm�1 peak is
observed in single crystal h-BN, and is just a second order mode [217]. Zhi et al. [224]
considered that the down-shift and broadening of the high-energy mode at
1363 cm�1 in their spectra is due to the better crystallinity of their samples/NTs.
However, since their tubes are large-diameter multi-wall tubes, the Raman spectra
should be similar to h-BN. We suggest that the down-shift and broadening observed
by Zhi et al. [224] are due to anharmonic effects (local temperature increasing by the
laser) and unrelated to the NTs response, similarly for Yong et al. [225]. The spectra
in [223] show a smaller blue-shift than found by us because their tubes contain 2–8
layers. Then, the interaction between the nanotube walls account for the weaker
hardening of this high-energy mode.

Besides these works on MW-BNNTs, Raman scattering studies were carried out
under high pressure up to 16GPa by Saha et al. [226]. These authors showed that the
intensity of the phonon modes at 1367 cm�1 vanishes at around 12GPa (which is
lower than for MW-CNTs [226]) and it does not recover under decompression. This
behavior is different from the one for h-BN where the high pressure Raman
experiments on this material showed a clear signature of a phase transition from
hexagonal to wurtzite at around 13GPa which is reversible on decompression.

IR spectroscopy is the most employed technique to investigate the lattice
dynamics of BNs since it is very sensitive to the polar BN bonds [215]. However, this
technique has limitations. The substrate supporting the sample has to be either
transparent or not highly reflective. An IR spectra of h-BN presents two bands for
each direction of polarization (perpendicular and parallel to the axis of anisotropy
(c)) at around 1370 and 1610 cm�1, and at around 780 and 825 cm�1 [215]. The first
couple of frequencies (the high-frequency vibrations) correspond to the TO and to
the LO modes, respectively, where the B–N vibrations are parallel to the BN sheet.
The second couple corresponds to the splitting between the longitudinal and
transverse optical (LO–TO) modes of the out of plane modes of the h-BN.

Concerning the BNNTs, relatively little is known about the infrared spectros-
copy. In the case of SW-BNNTs, Arenal [76] have carried out IR measurements,
however the presence of contaminants in the raw samples (mainly boric acid) have
impeded this kind of measurements [149,227]. For MW-BNNTs, Borowiak-Palen
et al. [228] have measured IR absorption on NTs containing 2–10 walls and
diameters of around 3 nm (Figure 23). Their results showed two bands at 800 and
1372 cm�1, as well as a shoulder at 1540 cm�1. These authors compared these results
with those obtained from a polycrystalline h-BN sample. They observed two bands
at 811 and 1377 cm�1 with a shoulder at 1514 cm�1. Thus, the upshift of the
high-frequency mode could be due to increase of the inter-wall distance for the
MW-BNNTs compared with the bulk h-BN [228].

4.3. Optical properties

Optical methods are very useful for the quantitative determination of the electronic
band structure of solids. In the case of CNTs, a large number of studies have been
carried out to investigate their optical properties. In particular, optical absorption
spectroscopy is a widely employed technique for the characterization of CNTs.
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It indeed provides on the optical transitions occuring between van Hove singularities
of the valence and conduction bands in the density of states, which closely depend on
their metallic or semiconducting character and on their diameter [8]. For BNNTs,
their wide band gap implies an opportunity to undertake optical measurements in the
UV range. Lauret et al. [229] have performed optical absorption experiments on
partially purified films of SW-BNNTs and have shown the existence of electronic
transitions between 4.4 and 6.2 eV. These transitions not only confirmed the existence
of a large band gap in these structures but were suggested to be associated with
excitonic effects. Although far from being understood from this experiment, this result
has stimulated an intense theoretical and experimental research effort within the last
3 years.

In the following section, we will discuss and present the theoretical and
experimental results on the optical properties of BNNTs. We will start with the
theoretical ones, to latter present the measurements and interpretations carried out
on this nanotubes.

4.3.1. Theoretical aspects

The optical absorption spectrum of planar and tubular h-BN has been studied in a
few theoretical papers which, building on the experience accumulated in the case of
CNTs, emphasized the role of excitonic effects, that is of the interaction between the
promoted electron and the hole left behind [197–199].

The band structure and band gap discussed above correspond to photoemission
spectroscopy experiments where electrons are brought to (or from) infinity, thus
creating a charged excitation of the system. In an optical experiment, excited (hot)

Figure 23. Infrared spectrum of MW-BNNTs (solid line) and h-BN (dotted line). From,
Borowik-Palen et al., Chemical Communication 1 (2003), p. 82 [228]. Reproduced by
permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry.
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electrons are not removed from the system. They are promoted from the valence to
the conduction bands, leaving a hole behind. Optical experiments thus probe neutral
excitations where electrons and hole can interact through the screened Coulomb
potential. In particular, the optical ‘band gap’ (absorption threshold) is usually
smaller than the quasiparticle band gap, the difference being related to the
electron–hole interaction energy, the so-called excitonic binding energy.

As a preliminary remark on the physics of optical absorption in BN nanotubes,
we recall that in the case of carbon tubes, it was shown theoretically [230–232] and
experimentally [233] that the absorption is dominated by the component of the
electric field parallel to the tube axis. For perpendicular components, the depolar-
ization fields are important and reduce considerably the absorption at low energy.
Simple considerations lead to the following expression for the perpendicular
polarizability [230]:

�?ð!Þ ¼
�0,?ð!Þ

1þ 2�0,?ð!Þ=R2
, ð15Þ

where R is the tube diameter and �0,? the ‘independent-electron’ perpendicular
polarizability in the absence of depolarization. In contrast, when the electric field
component is parallel to the tube axis, �k(!) and �0k(!) do not differ much.
Similar effects were found in the case of small BN nanotubes using ab-initio
time-dependant DFT (TDDFT) calculations [234].

The above-mentioned TDDFT calculations fail, however, in providing an
accurate description of the electron–hole interactions, a drawback related in
particular to the absence of long-range interactions in the so-called
exchange-correlation kernel (for a review, see [235]). We will not deal here with
the general theory of excitons in semiconducting materials and refer the reader to
elementary textbooks on the subject [236]. Let us just briefly remind the reader that it
is traditional to distinguish extended, or weakly bound, Mott-Wannier excitons from
localized Frenkel excitons. In the standard Mott-Wannier approach [237], the
electron–hole system is treated as an effective ‘hydrogenic’ problem with an electron
(hole) effective mass m�e (m

�
h) related to the curvature of the bands at the bottom (top)

of the conduction (valence) bands, and a Coulomb interaction screened by the
macroscopic dielectric constant M. One thus obtains a renormalized Rydberg series
with excitonic binding energies obtained through: E ¼ �ð1=n2Þð��=2MmeÞ in Rydberg
units, where me is the true electron mass and �� the reduced mass defined by:
1=�� ¼ 1=m�e þ 1=m�h. This model assumes ‘extended’ excitons for which the hole
and the electron are separated by a rather large number of unit cells.

Excitonic effects in strictly 1D systems have been shown to exhibit specific
signatures related to the divergency of the Coulomb integrals on a line. In particular,
Loudon [238] showed that, in principle, the excitonic binding energy should diverge
within a 1D generalization of the Mott-Wannier model. Further, it was demon-
strated that the so-called Sommerfeld factors [239] should be quenched and
compensate for the van Hove singularities in the valence to conduction convoluted
density of states. Such results are valid for strictly 1D systems but are expected to
affect the physics of nanotubes, especially in the small diameter limit, with an
enhanced excitonic binding energy, as compared, e.g to bulk systems.
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The difficulty in assessing a priori the extended (Mott-Wannier) or localized
(Frenkel) nature of the excitonic states in BNNTs urged the community to perform
accurate ab-initio calculation within a many-body perturbation theory framework,
the Bethe–Salpeter (BS) theory [235]. Such an approach can be viewed as a
generalization of the Mott–Wannier model with excitonic wavefunctions built from
an extended combination of valence jvk i and conduction band jck i products (noted
jvck i below) and with the electron–hole interaction being screened by the full
microscopic dielectric function (r, r0) (not only its long-wavelength limit).
Technically, the electron–hole two-body eigenvalue problem reads

He�hj 
i ¼ E
j 
i with j 
i ¼
X
vck

A
vckjvcki, ð16Þ

He�h
vck, v0c0k0 ¼ Dvck, v0c0k0 þ V direct

vck, v0c0k0 þ �S,0V
exch
vck, v0c0k0 , ð17Þ

where

Dvck, v0c0k0 ¼ ð
QP
ck � 

QP
vk Þ�v,v0�c,c0�k,k0 , ð18Þ

V direct
vck, v0c0k0 ¼ �

Z
dr dr0�vkðrÞ�

�
ckðr
0ÞWðr, r0,! ¼ 0Þð��v0k0 ðrÞ�c0k0 ðrÞ, ð19Þ

Vexch
vck, v0c0k0 ¼

Z
dr dr0�vkðrÞ�

�
ckðrÞ

�VCðr, r
0Þð��v0k0 ðr

0Þ�c0k0 ðrÞ: ð20Þ

The (QP
vk , QP

ck ) energies are the quasiparticle (GW) eigenvalues in the absence of
electron–hole interaction as described in Section 4.1.2. The term V direct

vck, v0c0k0 accounts
for the direct screened Coulomb interaction between the hole and the electron. The
statically screened Coulomb interaction W(r, r0)¼

R
dr00 VC(r, r00)�1(r00, r0) is built

from the full microscopic dielectric function (r00, r0) which allows to properly
describe the reduction of screening at short distances. This contrasts with the
Mott-Wannier model where the screening is introduced by using only the
macroscopic dielectric constant M, a concept valid only whenever the hole and
the electron are spatially well separated, a condition that is not verified in the case of
h-BN systems as shown below.

The exchange term V exch
vck, v0c0k0 accounts for the splitting between the singlet (S¼ 0)

and the triplet states (S¼ 1). Here S refers to the total value of the spin. In particular,
due to this exchange term, the first excited state with (S¼ 1) is lower in energy than
the (S¼ 0) first excited state, an energy ordering reminiscent of the so-called Hund’s
rules in atomic physics (Figure 24). This is an important consideration since an
excited electron, promoted from the (S¼ 0) ground state to the (S¼ 0) first excited
state may relax onto the lower energy (S¼ 1) level. In the (S¼ 1) energy level, the
photo-electron cannot relax onto the (S¼ 0) ground state which is orthogonal in spin
space. Excitons with (S¼ 1) are called dark excitons since recombination with
photon emission is not allowed by symmetry. This selection rule can be broken if
spin–orbit coupling is strong enough (a condition not verified for first row elements)
or if an applied magnetic field can mix spin components.

A consistent picture of very strong excitonic absorption lines, originating from
�–�� strongly bound transitions, arise from BS calculations applied to bulk h-BN
[197,198], an isolated BN sheet [198] and small diameter tubes [198,199]. In
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particular, it was shown by Wirtz et al. that the excitonic binding energy ranges from
0.7 eV in bulk h-BN to 2.1 eV in the isolated sheet, culminating in an extreme value of
3 eV for the hypothetically small (2,2) tubes. Such values are consistent with the
2.3 eV binding energy for the low-lying bright exciton in the BN(6,0) tube as found
by Park et al. [199]. Both confinement effects, which maximize the overlap at short
distances (badly screened) of the holes and electrons, and the reduction of screening
upon a decrease in dimensionality, can explain this finding.

As compared to CNTs [240], the binding energy of the excitons are found to be
much larger in BN systems. This is related to the insulating character of BN which
leads to a weaker screening of the electron–hole interaction. Further, the existence of
bands with limited dispersion across the band gap (see above) allows the
accumulation of many transitions at about the same energy, contributing to the
mixing of a large number of electron–hole product Bloch eigenfunctions into
localized excitonic states. Finally, possibly, the charge transfer along the BN bond
may lead to enhance the trapping of holes and electrons at short distances, as
suggested in the Frenkel theory for excitons in strongly polar systems. While the
average electron–hole distance in CNTs has been calculated to fall in the nms range,
the exciton radius in h-BN systems has been found not to exceed a few Angström,
leading to the qualitative idea that excitons in BN tubes are more of the Frenkel type.

4.3.2. Optical absorption and luminescence experiments on BNNTs

As we have already mentioned above, optical absorption is a very useful and widely
employed technique to characterize CNTs [8]. This spectroscopic technique can
quickly provide for a macroscopic CNTs’ sample the following informations: the
diameter distribution of the NTs, their average diameter and the partitioning
between metallic and semiconducting NTs. Due to the wide band gap of BNNTs,
this kind of measurement must be carried out in the UV spectral range where the
acquisition/detection is much more complicated.

Luminescence spectroscopies (photoluminescence, electroluminescence, cathodo-
luminescence, etc.) are also employed to investigate the optical properties of a
material (Figure 25). Some of these techniques have been used for BNNTs. Thus,
in this section we will review the experimental works on the optical properties of
BNNTs presenting in parallel the results coming from optical absorption and
emission (luminescence, photoluminescence or cathodoluminescence). However,
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Figure 24. (a) Schematic representation of the (a) direct and (b) screened exchange processes.
In (c), a simplified Jablonski diagram showing the singlet ground-state and first excited state
and the triplet states lying below in energy.
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before doing it, as we did for the synthesis and other properties of these NTs, we will

first focus on the optical properties of their reference material, h-BN.
Most of the works on the optical properties (absorption and luminescence) of

h-BN confirm that it is a wide band gap insulator with an optical gap higher than 5 eV

[163,241–248]. Up to now, we can consider that some of the most reliable studies on

optical absorption are those of Watanabe et al. [163] since they were performed on

h-BN single crystals. The essential feature of these results is a main absorption peak at

around 5.9 eV. Other works have also shown other absorption bands at around 5.4

and 4.4 eV [245,246]. As we shall see below, detailed interpretation of the different

bands has been possible by coupling absorption measurements with luminescence

experiments (cathodo and photo-luminescence) (Figure 26).
Watanabe et al. have performed cathodoluminescence (light emission excited by

electron beam) measurements on a large single h-BN cystal (Figure 27a), and have

shown an intense luminescence band at 5.76 eV followed by other lower emissions

at 5.63, 5.46 and another band at around 3.9 eV [163]. These bands have also been

observed by Silly et al. [249] and Jaffrennou et al. [48,250] on commercial h-BN

powders (Figure 27b). By combining cathodoluminescence experiments and TEM

analysis of a single crystallite, and photoluminescence measurements on h-BN

powders (using a dedicated setup at 193 nm and 248 nm), these authors have
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Figure 25. Optical absorption spectra of (a) bulk h-BN, (b) a BN sheet and (c) six BN tubes
with incresing diameter d. The GWþBS results (including electron–hole interactions) are
compared with those resulting from the random-phase approximation (RPA or
time-dependent Hartree, not including electron–hole interactions). The light polarization is
parallel to the tube axis/plane [except for the dotted line in the (6,6) case where it is
perpendicular to the tube axis] (Reprinted figure with permission from Wintz et al., Physical
Review Letters, 96, 126104, 2006 [198]. Copyright � (2006) by the American Physical Society).
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provided the most reliable analysis of emission properties of h-BN. First, the
luminescence band at around 3.9–4 eV is assigned to defects or residual impurities
(such as oxygen and carbon) in the h-BN. Furthermore, PL spectra recorded for an
excitation at 248 nm have shown that the band at 4 eV is composed of several peaks
which are assigned to phonon replica due to localized vibrations [249]. Second, the
bands at 5.76, 5.63 and 5.46 eV have been attributed to excitonic effects associated
to the electronic gap. The first band at 5.76 eV corresponds to recombination of free
excitons as theoretically predicted. These authors have shown that the bands at 5.63
and 5.46 eV correspond to excitons trapped at structural defects such as dislocations
and grain boundaries [48,250]. These results confirm the existence of significant
excitonic effects in h-BN.

For BNNTs, few optical absorption measurements have been reported. In those
spectra, a strong absorption at around 5.9 eV is observed as well as two other
different bands centred at around 5.5 and 4.4 eV [104,229,251,252]. These results are
close to those reported on h-BN. However, they are different from those of CNTs
where their optical absorption is governed by their atomic structure (in fact, energies
between the van Hove singularities depend on the NT structure). Furthermore, these
studies confirm that the optical band gap of BNNTs is close to 6 eV.

Figure 26. Excitonic wavefunction �(re, rh)
2 for the lowest bright exciton in the (8,0) BNNT

(a–c) compared to that of its carbon analogue (d–f). The hole is fixed and located at zero
(Reprinted figure with permission from Park et al., Physical Review Letters, 96, 126105, 2006
[199]. Copyright � (2006) by the American Physical Society).
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Wu et al. [223] developed the first luminescence studies on MW-BNNTs. They
found a broad band centred at around 3.9 eV. Similar results were found by Zhi et al.
[253] via cathodoluminescence experiments. Both teams erroneously attributed this
band to interband transitions, as shown by the recent work of Jaffrennou et al. [250]
on MW-BNNTs synthesized by the Golberg’s team [85]. Using the monochromatic
cathodoluminescence (Figure 28) and photoluminescence excited at 193 nm
(Figure 29), they have demonstrated that the luminescence band at 3.9 nm, as for
h-BN, is not related to the gap but to impurities and defect centres [250]. As shown in

Figure 27. (a) Fundamental absorption spectrum at 8K and cathodoluminescence spectrum
at 83 K. The weak fringes due to interference between the front and back surfaces are observed
from 213 to 224 nm in the absorption spectrum. The bars indicate the peak positions for each
spectrum. Reprinted with permission from Watanabe et al. [163]. (b) Photoluminescence
spectra of h-BN at 193 nm as a funcion of temperature (5–300K). Figure is taken from
Jaffrennou et al. [254].

Figure 28. (a) PL spectra for a deposit of BNNTs (gray) and of h-BN crystallites (black).
T¼ 5 K, excitation at 193 nm. (b) PL spectra centered on the excitonic band of a deposit of
BNNTs (top) and of h-BN as a function of temperature (5–300K) (down). Excitation at
193 nm. Figures modified from Jaffrennou et al. [250].
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Figure 28 (recorded on BNNTs assemblies) and 29 (recorded on an individual

BNNT), luminescence spectra display a deep and intense UV emission band centered
at around 5.65 eV. This band has been assigned to near-band-edge exciton-related
recombinations, by analogy with the luminescence analysis of h-BN. However, this

band is red-shifted with respect to the one in h-BN and displays only two emission
lines at 224 and 230 nm (Figure 28). These lines have been attributed to excitons
bound to structural defects [250]. Indeed, the red-shift observed between the NTs and

h-BN cannot be attributed to a confinement effect of a free exciton, as no shift is
observed on CL (cathodoluminescence) spectra recorded on an individual NT as a
function of the diameter [250]. Furthermore, photoluminescence excitation (PLE)

experiments performed with a synchrotron source have shown the existence of a free
exciton at the same energy as that in h-BN. However, this one, in contrast to the bulk
material, is not radiative, but is trapped to bound excitons which are radiative.

The absence of radiative free excitons in the NTs has been attributed to local
deformation of the layers. Therefore no confinement effect has yet been evidenced in
BNNTs. It will be highly desirable to be able to perform similar experiments on

SW-BNNTs or MW-BNNTs with few layers. Unfortunately, it is worth noting that
due to instrumental difficulties, such measurements could not be performed yet on
SW-BNNTs. Same luminescence behavior has also been found, via cathodolumines-

cence experiments, to occur in MW-BNNTs ([255], in this case the excitonic peak is
centered at 5.5 eV) and in thin-walled BN microtubes [104]. From these latter works,
the authors suggest that the thin-walled BN microtubes should be promising for
constructing compact deep UV devices and will find potential applications in

microreactors and microfluidic and drug delivery systems.
In conclusion, we have discussed and presented evidence that excitons in BNNTs

are even more localized than in CNTs, with at least 10 times larger binding energies
(quasi-Frenkel type excitons) [197–199,234,256]. Moreover, we showed that the

works on BNNTs suggest that they are very efficient UV emitters. Thus, based on
these theoretical predictions and experimental results, BNNTs are expected to be
good candidates for applications in UV-optoelectronics.

Figure 29. (a) TEM image, (b) monochromatic CL images at 233 nm and (c) at 320 nm of a
75 nm diameter BN nanotube. (d) CL spectrum recorded in the same BNNT. Modified from
Jaffrennou et al. [250].
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4.3.3. EELS studies on BNNTs: low-loss region

The study of the electronic properties of materials can be developed via different
techniques such as optical spectroscopy (emission or absorption), STS or EELS
experiments.

STM and STS are very well-adapted techniques to probe the electronic properties
of the NTs, because it is possible to obtain the atomic structure and the density of
states simultaneously [9]. Recently, two different groups have succeeded in
developing these kind of studies on BNNTs. The first of these works was carried
out by Czerw et al. [43]. This group studied MW-BNNTs synthesized by
arc-discharge and having large diameters (between 5 and 20 nm). The NTs were
placed on a graphite substrate. These authors measured, via these STS experiments, a
gap value between 4.5 and 4.8 eV and a tunnelling barrier height (measured made
using standard current-distance analysis) of 6.3
 0.7 eV. The second group who
developed such kind of studies was the one of Ishigami et al. [150]. These authors
studied DW-BNNTs [26] deposited on a gold substrate and found ambiguous band
gap values, between 3.8 and 8.7 eV. These authors considered that the resistance
between the NT and the substrate must be taken into account in order to interpret
this elevated and unexpected latter value (8.7 eV). Moreover, both groups pointed
out the following difficulties of the STS/STM measurements on BNNTs: (i) to
achieve images or the spectroscopy with the STM/STS on wide band gap
semiconductors (as BN) deposited on (usually metallic) substrates and (ii) to
interpret the obtained results due to the influence of the substrate or/and impurities
present at the NTs’ surface [43,150].

The study of EELS in the low-loss energy region (below 50 eV) provides direct
access to the dielectric properties of a material. Interband transitions and collective
oscillations of the electron gas (plasmons) are involved in such an energy region and
can be probed via this technique. Furthermore, in the particular case where a TEM is
used to develop such kinds of studies on a material, nanometer spatial resolution can
be simultaneously reached. Thus, there are two significant advantages in performing
EELS measurements in comparison with the STM technique: (a) in EELS, the
probed spectral region/range can spread over several hundreds of eV and (b) if EELS
measurements are developed in a TEM, a sample support is not needed, thus
suppressing its negative effect in the measurement that Czerw et al. and Ishigami
et al. pointed out. Concerning the comparison between EELS in a TEM with optical
spectroscopy (emission or absorption), it is worth noting that even if these latter
techniques possess a high-energy resolution (50.1 eV), these methods are limited by
their spatial resolution.

Since the discovery of BNNTs several groups have developed low-loss
TEM-EELS measurements in those materials.

(1) Terauchi et al. [257,258] analyzed MW-BNNTs and a BN cone-structure
material synthesized by arc discharge as well as h-BN. These works were
developed using a conventional TEM with a high energy-resolution EELS
spectrometer. They combined those studies with XES measurements. They
found that the � and �þ � plasmon energies of BNNTs were smaller than
those of h-BN. However, as they used a conventional TEM, the probe area
was much larger than the investigated structure and then it was not possible
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to discriminate between surface and bulk effects and also the identification of
anisotropy effects were not possible.

(2) Kociak et al. [259] worked on MW-BNNTs produced by arc discharge using
a scanning TEM (STEM). This experimental technique provides the unique
ability of disentangling and identifying the different excitation modes of a
nano-object. They studied the surface modes of the BNNTs excited in a
near-field geometry (the electron beam is placed at a finite distance from the
NT) finding two of these modes at 12–13 eV and 17–18 eV. These modes
were accurately described by a classical continuum dielectric model [260] and
were directly related to the in-plane and out-of-plane components of the
dielectric tensor. Nevertheless, the presence of the zero-loss peak (ZLP)
prevented a deeper interpretation of the different excitation modes in the
low-loss EEL spectra as well as the study of the gap region.

(3) Moreau and Cheynet [261] studied bamboo-like MW-BNNTs (having
diameters � 40 nm) produced by CVD [78] using a TEM. The recorded
spectra on these objects were compared to the h-BN calculated using a full
potential linearized augmented plane wave method (FLAPW) and within the
LDA. It is worth noting that the shape and the position of the peaks of all the
spectra collected on the MW-BNNTs was very similar to the bulk h-BN.

(4) Recently, Arenal et al. [44,262–264] studied the electromagnetic response
of individual BNNTs by spatially resolved EELS. SW- and MW-BNNTs,
as well as ropes of BNNTs (synthesized using the laser vaporization
technique [75,76]) were investigated in this work. The experiments were
performed using an STEM dedicated EELS microscope allowing simulta-
neously using high spatial and good spectral resolutions. The spectra were
recorded employing spectrum-line acquisition modes [180]: 40–60 spectra
were acquired for each probe position following a line across the tube.
In order to disentangle the inelastic signal at low energy from the tail of the
ZLP, a deconvolution procedure was applied in combination with a
subtraction operation of the ZLP [265]. All these results were interpreted
using the classical continuum dielectric theory [260]. This model is based on
a strong hypothesis: locally the dielectric properties of a nano-object can be
described by the macroscopic dielectric tensor of the related anisotropic bulk
material (h-BN in the case of BNNTs).

Figure 30 shows a collection of spectra acquired on different nanotubes, either in
the rastered mode over a SWNT (2.2 nm in diameter) or using a probe fixed either at
grazing incidence or over the tubes for a DWNT and a triple walled NT (2.8 and
3 nm of external diameter, respectively). Figure 30(d) shows the imaginary part of the
dielectric constant of h-BN for an orientation where the momentum transfer is
perpendicular to the c-axis (Im(?(!))). This was obtained after a Kramers–Kronig
analysis of an EEL spectrum acquired in a highly purity thin foil of h-BN,
(Figure 30e). This result is in agreement with the experimental dielectric constants
obtained via EELS measurements by Tarrio and Schnatterly [266] and Vilanove
[267]. We note the high similarity between the spectra corresponding to the NTs and
the Im(?(!)) of h-BN. This suggests that the different modes of the NTs’ spectra can
mainly be attributed to the Im(?(!)) contribution in the dielectric response of
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the tubes. Figure 31(a) displays a series of deconvoluted spectra from the vacuum to

a SW-BNNT. Such spectra contain the signature of surface modes excited in a

near-field geometry where the electron beam is focused at an aloof geometry of the

NT and does not intersect with it. In this geometry and for a SWNT, it has been

shown [268,269] that the energy loss suffered by the incident electron is proportional

to the imaginary part of the polarisability and can be written as a function of

Im(?ð!Þ �
1

==ð!Þ
Þ where ?(!) and //(!) are, respectively, the in-plane and

out-of-plane components of the dielectric tensor of a planar h-BN sheet. As the

onset of the spectrum mainly reflects the contribution of Im(?(!)), one can deduce

the value of the optical gap (Figure 31). Arenal et al. found a homogeneous

value around 5.8
 0.2 eV for all the tubes, independent of the number of walls or

diameter of the tubes, as theoretically found by Blase et al. [14] and Rubio et al. [15].
Low-loss EELS measurements on MW-BNNTs have also been carried out by

Fuentes et al. [114] in a high-resolution EELS instrument not having access to the

spatial resolution reached in a TEM. These authors recorded EEL spectra on films

constituted by MW-BNNTs (synthesized using the carbothermal method). The

spectra were acquired with very good energy and q resolutions. However, this

measurements in such a spectrometer requires samples having a large size and

Figure 30. From top to bottom: Experimental deconvoluted spectra for: (a) a TWNT, inside
the tube and at grazing incidence, (b) a DWNT inside the tube and at grazing incidence, (c) a
SWNT in the rastered mode, (d) Im(?(!)) as extracted from the bulk energy loss spectra in
(e). (f ), (g), (h): Bright field images of the tubes (a), (b), (c). Reprinted figure with permission
from Arenal et al., Physical Review Letters, 95, 127601, 2005 [44]. Copyright � (2005) by the
Americal Physical Society.
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moreover presents two drawbacks: (1) the response from an individual nano-object
cannot be obtained and then the rest of the materials in the sample contribute to the
loss function; (2) the EELS response is an average of all the orientations between the
electron beam and the different objects existing in the sample. The loss function
obtained by these authors on the MW-BNNTs films is therefore very close to the one
for h-BN except that they observed a redshift of this loss function with respect to that
reported for bulk h-BN. They suggested that it could be caused by the curvature of
the sheets and the appearance of some sp3 hybridization.

5. Other properties of BNNTs

BNNTs and CNTs are structurally similar and therefore some of their properties,
such as their mechanical rigidity and their high thermal conductivity, are also similar
(Table 4). However, due to the chemical composition of BNNTs, these nanotubes
present exclusive properties. In fact, as we showed before, the most significant
characteristic of BNNTs is that all are insulators.

Figure 31. (a) Spectrum-line of a SW-BNNT. (b) Measurement of the optical gap of a BNNT
from one of the spectra extracted of (a). Low-loss spectra recorded by Arenal et al. [46,76].

Table 4. Comparison of different properties, after experimental measurements for CNTs
and BNNTs.

Properties CNTs BNNTs

Electronic Metal or Insulators, gap � 5.5 eV [14]a

semiconductors [5,9] �5.8 eV [44]
Mechanical
(Young modulus)b �1TPa [270] 1.22
 0.24TPa [36]

722GPa [271]
Thermal conductivityb �300W/m/K [46,272] �350W/m/K [46]
Thermal stability /
oxidation resistance �400�C [40,41] 700–900�C [41]

Notes: aTheoretical value (GW approach).
bMW-NTs.
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5.1. Mechanical properties

Hexagonal BN has a low-friction coefficient and a weak surface attractive force.
These properties as well as the fact that BN is a good insulator, make it suitable for
applications like lubricating coating or as an insulator/buffer layer in electronic
devices [273]. Thus, different teams have been investigating the mechanical properties
of BNNTs and they showed that in fact, these NTs possess even better mechanical
properties than the corresponding samples of h-BN.

In 1998, Chopra and Zettl [36] estimated the Young modulus of a cantilevered
individual DW-BNNTs measuring the amplitude of the thermal-induced vibrations
in a TEM at room temperature. They found a value of 1.22
 0.24 TPa which is
similar to the Young modulus of CNTs and much higher than the one measured for
h-BN.

The effective elastic modulus (E) of MW-BNNTs was measured by Suryavanshi
et al. [271], using the electric-field-induced resonance method in a TEM (such a
method is based on the electromechanical coupling between an applied electric field
and a NT [274]). They found values varying between 505 and 1031GPa, with an
average value of 722GPa. The NTs were synthesized using a CVD method [86] and
their diameters ranged from 34 to 94 nm. These authors pointed out that no strong
variation of E with the diameter of the NTs was observed. Moreover, from the
mechanical resonance they found low quality factors (5680) which they attributed
to the layered structural nature of BNNT.

More recently, Golberg et al. [275] performed deformation experiments on
individual MW-BNNTs synthesized by a CVD method. They carried out these
measurements in a TEM employing a piezo-driven STM-TEM holder. They found
that the nanotube layers were very flexible in the vicinity of a relatively rigid
nanotube fragment filled with BN matter and could withstand 20 or even more
reverse bending cycles. Thus, the reversible bending deformation was found to
be truly elastic, with no traces of the residual plastic deformation up to the reversible
bending angles exceeding 70�.

Theoretically, Hernandez et al. [276] calculated using a tight-binding model, the
Young modulus of CNTs and BNNTs. These authors found that the Young
modulus of BNNTs is lower than the one for the CNTs and that its value depends on
the NTs’ diameter. In the case of BNNTs, this value varies between 0.837 and 0.912
TPa which was about 0.8 times that of CNTs, for diameters ranging from 0.81
to 2.08 nm.

Dumitrica et al. [174], using a molecular dynamics model and ab-initio
calculations in the DFT approximation, studied the dislocations that can be
formed in BNNTs under high tension. In the same way, they noticed that BNNTs
possess a thermodynamic yield limit (critical strain and critical tension) higher than
this one of CNTs. It confirms the results of their previous works, where Bettinger
et al. [173] had shown that BNNTs have a greater yield resistance than CNTs.

5.2. Electro-mechanical properties

As we mentioned earlier, Král and Mele predicted the existence of piezoelectricity in
BNNTs due to the polar nature of the B–N chemical bond and the geometric phase
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involving quantum confinement effect [202,203]. The work of Nakhmanson et al.
[277] confirmed these results via ab-initio calculations. Nakhmanson et al. showed
that BNNTs are excellent non-polar piezoelectrics exhibiting higher strain response
than polar polymers. Moreover, they showed that ideal non-interacting nanotubes
are effectively non-polar due to their intrinsic chiral symmetry, which leads to a total
cancellation between the ionic and electronic polarizations. Breaking of this
symmetry, as the case of interacting nanotubes in a bundle or by the effect of
elastic distortions in a NT, induces spontaneous polarization fields that are
comparable to those of wurtzite semiconductors (such as zinc oxide (w-ZnO)).
Thus, BNNTs have a great potential to be unique electromechanical components in
micro- and nano-systems.

5.3. Chemical properties

Previously, we have shown that h-BN is chemically inert and resistant to oxidization
until temperatures near 900�C [58]. One can expect that BNNTs possess similar good
qualities. Moreover, h-BN is not wetted by many molten nonferrous metals and
glasses. These properties make BN, and particularly BNNTs, as very appropriate
materials, for instance, for the protection of nano-materials against high-temperature
corrosion or other chemically/physically aggressive treatments.

5.3.1. Oxidation resitance

Concerning the oxidation resistance of BNNTs, Chen et al. [41] showed that
MW-BNNTs are stable until temperatures close to 700�C in air and that some thin
nanotubes with diameters smaller than 20 nm and showing a perfect multiwalled
cylindrical structure can resist oxidation to temperatures up to 900�C. Moreover,
these authors showed through thermogravimetric analysis an onset temperature for
the oxidation of BNNTs of 800�C compared with only 400�C for carbon nanotubes
under the same conditions.

5.3.2. Wetting properties

Recently, Yum and Yu [278] studied the wetting properties of individual
MW-BNNTs via the Wilhelmy method in ambient conditions. The surface tension
of BNNTs was also measured by these authors being 27mN/m. Besides all these
measurements, this study is also very useful since it provides the fundamental
understanding of solid–liquid interactions at the nanometer scale as well as the
surface properties of nanostructures. Both points are important for the potential
applications of BNNTs in nanofluids, as reinforced composite materials and, as we
will discuss below, the filling of BNNTs by other materials.

5.3.3. Filling of BNNTs

The h-BN possesses an excellent chemical protection and a very good electric and
thermal insulation, and then one can think that BNNTs can also exhibit these
properties. In this way, BNNTs are suitable for use as protective cages at the
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nanometer scale. Thus, several groups have been working in this area and have
succeeded to synthesize filled MW-BNNTs or to fill them after their synthesis with
fullerenes (‘peapods’) [279] or with crystalline compounds such as: (1) silicon carbide
[34], (2) cobalt and iron-nickel [280], (3) magnesium oxide [87], (4) aluminum nitride
[281], and (5) aluminum borate [282]. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the filling
of BNNTs is much more complicated than CNTs. That is due, as we mentioned
above, to the relatively poor wetting properties of BN [51].

5.3.4. Hydrogen storage

Nanostructural materials, and particularly nanotubes, are good candidates for
hydrogen storage due to their cylindrical and hollow geometry and their
nanometre-scale diameters, therefore having large specific surfaces and a highly
porous structure. These characteristics allow the storage of a liquid or of a gas in the
inner cores through a capillary effect. Works developed on SW-CNTs showed that
probably the semiconducting NTs allowed better hydrogen adsorption. Considering
the difficulties to develop the NTs sorting between semiconductors and metallic
CNTs, the use of BNNTs (all being insulators showing a large chemical and thermal
stability), appears very promising. Experimentally, Ma et al. [145] studied hydrogen
adsorption by MW-BNNTs (MW well-crystallized and MW showing a bamboo-like
structure) synthesized by CVD. They observed that, at ambient temperature and at
a pressure close to 10 MPa, BNNTs can adsorb between 1.8% and 2.6% in weight
of hydrogen. These authors concluded that hydrogen was chemisorbed (not as a
hydrogen molecule but as a hydrogen atom is adsorbed) instead of the other
commonly used way to store hydrogen which is physisorption (gas phase
adsorption). Similar results were found by Lim et al. [128]. These authors
investigated the H2 uptake properties of MW-BNNTs synthesized by the ball
milling technique. They found that BNNTs showed a reproducible hydrogen
adsorption ranging from 1.8 to 2.2 wt% under 6MPa and at room temperature.
Terao et al. [283] have also reported the hydrogen storage on MW-BNNTs.
The surface of these NTs has been modified in-situ during the synthesis using SO2

gas. Thus, the authors showed that, due to these modifications of the NTs’ surface,
1.2% in weight of hydrogen can be taken up at 77K and close to 3MPa. In this way,
it is worth noting that the USA Department of Energy (DOE) established a
threshold for economical storage being the minimum level for hydrogen fuel cells of
6.5% by weight [284]. Thus, we can note that Ma’s, Lim’s and Terao’s results are
close to the DOE target for storage requirement. Jhi and Kwon [285] showed, using
ab-initio calculations, that the binding energies of hydrogen on BNNTs are 40%
higher than CNTs, due to the polarity of the B–N bond. This finding therefore
allows considering that BNNTs could adsorb higher amounts of hydrogen that
CNTs. More recently, Wu et al. [286] studied, via ab-initio calculations (under the
DFT approximation), the influence of a radial distortion of zigzag BNNTs on the
chemical adsorption of hydrogen. They observed that if this distortion is weak,
H prefers to adsorb on the boron atom, which creates an acceptor state in the gap;
nevertheless, if the deformation is large enough, H prefers to adsorb on the nitrogen
atom in the high-curvature region of the radially deformed BNNT and creates a
donor state. These authors also discussed the possibility, therefore, to use the
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adsorption of hydrogen and the application of a tubes’ distortion, for the application
of BNNTs, in electronic devices (gap modulation). From this overview of the studies
developed on the hydrogen adsorption on BNNTs, we would like to point out that
there is a lack of detailed understanding of the hydrogen storage mechanism and the
effect of materials processing on this mechanism. Thus, more studies (both
theoretical and experimental) must be developed to achieve these goals.

5.3.5. Functionalization

Due to the strong intertube forces, NTs have a tendency to aggregate together
and it is very difficult to disperse them, making their characterization and
manipulation very difficult. Moreover these effects have hindered their use in
many applications, such as mechanical ones. One way to overcome this problem
is their functionalization [8]. The functionalization generates functional groups at
the surfaces of the NTs. These functional groups could then react with other
materials, such as polymers. In addition, once properly functionalized, the NTs
become soluble in many solvents, giving rise to an homogeneous dispersion of the
tubes. Thus, chemical functionalization of NTs plays a crucial role in tailoring
their properties and for their application to the fields of materials science,
technology and medicine/biology.

Functionalization of BNNTs has been recently developed by several groups.
However, it is worth noting that BNNTs are less suitable for the covalent
functionalization than CNTs for which the functionalization reaction is via the
functions created by simple acid oxidation in tubes or by adding acid directly on the
hexagonal network. In this way, we point out the work of Zhi et al. [287], who
covalently functionalized MW-BNNTs using stearoyl chloride and subsequently
dissolved them in organic solvents. This group arrived to solubilize in organics
solvents MW-BNNTs wrapping them with a conjugated polymer (PmPV) [287].
Following this covalent functionalization approach, these authors grafted polysty-
rene and polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) on BNNTs [288]. They applied a
technique to fabricate novel amorphous or graphitic carbon-BNNTs composites
using these polymer-functionalized BNNTs.

Aqueous solubility of MW-BNNTs have been prepared by Xie et al. [289] using
amine-terminated polyethylene glycol (PEG). Similar approach, based on an
interaction non-covalent between functional groups and the BNNTs, has been
developed by Pal et al. [290]. Thus, they have achieved the functionalization and
solubilization (dispersion in hydrocarbon solvents) of MW-BNNTs by interaction
with a trialkylamine or trialkylphosphine. This was possible due to Lewis acid–base
interaction: the interaction between the electron lone-pair of the phosphorus or
nitrogen atoms (Lewis base) and the vacant p-orbitals of the boron atoms distributed
in the nanotube lattice (Lewis acid).

Other works developed by Huang et al. [291] have shown that BNNTs can be
effectively peeled in solution in the polar solvent dimethyl sulfoxide. In fact, the
cycloaddition of this solvent to BNNTs is suggested to weaken the B–N bonds and
help in the peeling of the NTs.

Fluorination of BNNTs have also been developed in order to pursue applications
in nanoelectronics. In fact, fluorine is a highly electronegative element and has
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excessive valence electrons compared to B and N. Thus, the fluorination of BNNTs
should produce an n-type semiconductor being an effective pathway to affect their
transport properties. Tang et al. [292] achieved fluorination of BN-WNTs via the
mixture of BF3 and NH3 during the synthesis and demonstrated the modification of
the transport properties of these NTs.

Concerning SW-BNNTs, Maguer et al. [293,294] funtionalized this kind of tubes
using quinuclidine derivatives. This approach is based on the affinity of the nitrogen
atoms of quinuclidine molecules (Lewis bases) for boron atoms incorporated in the
nanotubes network (Lewis acids). Thus, these authors showed that quinuclidine-
based process was a versatile strategy for the chemical functionalization of BNNTs,
leading to their aqueous and/or organic solubility.

Another way, based on a endohedrical approach, can be developed to
functionalize BNNTs. The group of Zettl (Han et al.) carried out functionalization
in this way. They arrived to encapsulate potassium halides nano-crystals [295] and
fullerenes [279] in BNNTs. Moreover, in the latter work the coalescence of fullerenes
in the TEM via the electron beam leads to a sandwich structure consisting in a
double-walled BN-NT filled with carbon [279].

5.3.6. Purification

Purification of the NTs is a main issue since their potential applications depend on
how pure the samples are. Probably it cannot be considered as inherent chemical
property of the NTs; however as this task is mainly based on chemical treatments,
we consider that it is more adequate to include it in this section.

In the case of CNTs, the most common impurities are residual metal catalysts,
amorphous carbon, other non-tubular carbon particles and other unwanted species.
All these impurities can be removed by centrifugation and oxidation [297,298].
In contrast, in the case of BNNTs, besides these metal catalysts (employed or not,
depending on the synthesis method), there are other BN phases that are not sensitive
to the oxidation, and then making the purification of these BNNTs difficult.
However, recently several groups have achieved this task. Zhi et al. [296] succeeded
purifying BNNTs synthesized via the CVD process [85–87], using a multi-step
purification process (Figure 32). The different steps of this process were: (1) to

Figure 32. Image of PmPV/chloroform solution (left) and PmPV/BNNT/chloroform unsat-
urated homogeneous solution (right). The yellow color originates from PmPV. Reprinted with
permission from Zhi et al., The Journal of Physical Chemistry B, 110, 1525, 2006 [296].
Copyright � (2006) by the American Chemical Society.
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remove the catalytic particles, they washed the raw samples using HNO3; (2) they
mixed, in the presence of chloroform, the BNNTs with a conjugated polymer
(PmPV), which wrapped the NTs; (3) the BNNTs were made soluble through
subsequent sonication; (4) this mixture NTs/PmPV/chloroform was centrifugated,
and simultaneously they removed the insoluble materials; (5) they evaporated the
solvent and obtained a BN-NT/PmPV composite; (6) and as a last step, they heated
this composite in air at 700�C to remove PmPV wrappings and retract BNNTs. Thus,
as they showed by SEM, TEM, Raman and FTIR measurements, they succeeded
in effectively removing impurities and obtained well-crystallized BNNTs.

Chen et al. [299] developed another purification technique for BNNTs. The NTs
employed were synthesized using a ball milling and annealing method [118,343].
The purification process was also a multi-step consisting of dispersion, selective
chemical leaching (3M, HCl), partial thermal oxidization and hot water washing
steps. Thus, these workers succeeded in purifying the raw samples containing
BNNTs. However, from their TEM micrographs the NTs contain a large number
of defects.

More recently, Maguer et al. [294,300] have carried out also a purification
treatment for SW-BNNTs obtained from laser vaporization technique. This
purification process consisted of two steps, (1) centrifugation of the raw product
to separate the nanostructures as a function of their size and (2) washing the boric
acid which is a main impurity in these raw samples. Following these steps, two
different samples were obtained: one rich in BN cages and another rich in BNNTs.
They got a purification yield of 1% by the mass of NTs. These authors pointed out
that the main limitation of this method is the wrapping of the NTs’ surface by an
amorphous material.

All these works showed that it is possible, in a certain and a slightly limited way,
to purify BNNTs. However, we consider that more effort must be devoted in this
task since as we pointed out, it is crucial for the applications of BNNTs.

5.4. Thermal properties

The h-BN nitride possesses remarkable thermal properties: its thermal conductivity
is � 0.3W/cm/�C and � 6W/cm/�C for parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis
measurements, respectively [301], and its specific heat is 0.8 J/g/�C. In the case of
BNNTs, Xiao et al. [302] calculated the specific heat of BNNTs using a force
constant model within lattice dynamics theory and confirmed that it is even higher
than the one for h-BN. The same group found that the specific heat of BNNTs
decreased linearly with decreasing temperature at low temperature and predicted a
higher thermal conductivity for BNNTs than that for CNTs [303]. These authors
also showed that the thermal conductance of SW-BNNTs exhibited a universal
quantization at low temperature, independent of the NTs’ diameter and
chirality [303].

The thermal behavior of the NTs was studied by Moon and Hwang [304] via
molecular dynamics simulations. The disintegration temperature of zigzag nanotubes
(3700–4400K), which is smaller than that of armchair nanotubes of nearly the same
diameter (4100–4600K), increases with increasing diameter due to the decrease in
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strain energy. Despite homoelemental bonds, the Stone–Wales (SW) defect is found
in BN nanotubes during thermal treatment. The formation energy of the SW defect
increases with increasing tube diameter. Moreover, these authors found that the
defects of SW appeared at about 4000K and the formation energy of this defect
increases with increasing diameter, due to the fact that the SW defect reduces the
curvature of a tube.

Experimentally, Chang et al. (Zettl’s group) measured the temperature-dependent
thermal conductivity of isotopically enriched, individual MW-BNNTs using a
microfabricated test fixture allowing direct TEM characterization [46]. The
MW-BNNTs used had a typical outer diameter of 30–40 nm and length of 
10 mm
and were synthesized using a method adapted of the one developed by Tang et al.
[86]. These authors found that the thermal conductivity was very sensitive to isotopic
substitution, with a room temperature enhancement of 50% for BNNTs with 99.5%
11B, which is the largest advancement for any known material. They measured the
values of thermal conductivity of BNNTs on the order of 350W/m/K at room
temperature.

Recently, these authors (Chang et al.) studied the thermal conductance of
mass-loaded externally and inhomogeneously with heavy molecules carbon and
BNNTs [305]. They found an asymmetric axial thermal conductance properties with
greater heat flow in the direction of decreasing mass density. These authors suggested
that solitons could be responsible for this effect and considered that those BNNTs
thermal rectifiers could have substantial implications for diverse thermal manage-
ment problems as nanoscale calorimeters or microelectronic processors to macro-
scopic refrigerators and energy-saving buildings.

6. Composite BCN nanotubes

The synthesis of CNTs and BNNTs, and the similarities between the two structures,
was a strong motivation to attempt to synthesize composite BxCyNz nanotubes with
various carbon, boron and nitrogen contents. As a matter of fact, the characterization
of pure carbon tubes containing ‘domains’ of h-BN was reported in 1994 [49], that is
before the synthesis of pure BN tubes in 1995. The goal was then to obtain doped
carbon tubes, not composite structures, but this experiment, combined with early
reports on planar hexagonal phases with the BC2N stoichiometry [306], was a clear
suggestion that homogeneous BCN tubes could be synthesized. While the subject of
doping by boron or nitrogen is of much importance for the growth, morphology
[307–312] and transport properties [311–314] of carbon nanotubes, we will focus here
on the properties of BCN compounds, that is materials for which boron, carbon and
nitrogen are all present in large percentages. The optical properties of BCN planar
hexagonal phases, photo-luminescent in the visible range [315–317], provides a strong
incentive, in terms of applications, to study such systems.

6.1. Structure and properties of stoichiometric h-BC2N phases

An early model for the structure of h-BC2N systems was obtained by minimizing the
energy with respect to atomic positions of an 8-atoms hexagonal cell, corresponding
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to a (2� 2) graphene cell, where one half of the atoms are substituted by boron and
nitrogen in equal content [318]. This scheme leads to the geometry represented in
Figure 33(a) with chains of C–C bonds intercalated by chains of BN bonds.
An analysis of this topology reveals that it is actually the structure that maximizes
the number of C–C and B–N bond within this geometry constraint.

This early model for h-BC2N structures was exploited by Miyamoto et al. [319] to
introduce and study h-BC2N nanotubes and predict the occurence of chiral currents
in h-BC2N tubes [204], an effect based on the observation that the conductivity along
the C–C chains is much larger than that perpendicular to the insulating B–N chains.

The recipe that one should maximize the number of C–C or B–N bonds to obtain
the most stable structures with the BC2N stoichiometry leads to the conclusion that,
in the thermodynamic limit, such systems are driven towards segregation, or
demixion, in pure carbon and h-BN domains. As a simple model for such a
segregation, it was shown on the basis of ab-initio calculations [320,321] that
increasing the width of the intercalated C and BN strips, generalizing the early Liu
et al. model (Figure 33b and c), would significantly stabilize the system, as shown in
Figure 34(a). This segregation in strips of pure h-BN or graphene can be generalized
to segregation in pure domains of various shapes, a possibility studied theoretically
by means of semi-empirical approaches [322].

Experimentally, the segregation into domains requires the diffusion of atoms
over long distances. As diffusion is activated by temperature, such a phenomenon is
likely to be observed in high-temperature synthesis techniques such as arc discharge
or laser ablation. As a matter of fact, in the arc discharge synthesis of multiwall
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Figure 34. (a) Stability of h-(C2)n(BN)n structures taking as a reference fully segregated h-BN
and graphene sheets, and (b) corresponding evolution of the band gap with DFT-LDA and
quasiparticle GW approaches (adapted from Refs. [320,321]).

(c))b()a(

Figure 33. (a) Original Liu et al. model (labelled as well type-II h-BC2N). (b) and
(c) Generalized h-Cn(BN)n strip models with n¼ 2 and n¼ 3 (adapted from [318,320]).
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composite BCN tubes, a complete segregation was observed leading to concentric
shells of pure carbon and pure BN walls [323], a phenomena for which a theoretical
kinetic model was proposed [324]. More partial segregation between C and B
domains has been identified in C–B–N MWNTs synthesized by an aerosol CVD
technique and laser vaporization approach [325]. For both techniques, layers are
composed of C and B domains but with very different sizes, attributed to the
differences of the synthesis conditions. Recently (B–C–N)-SWNTs have been
synthesized via the laser vaporization technique [326]. Enouz et al. considered that
the formation of these patterned tubes is a direct consequence of the segregation
phase existing at equilibrium between graphite and h-BN (Figure 35). However,
using low-temperature CVD synthesis, or substitution techniques on preformed
carbon tubes, homogeneous samples can be obtained. The existence of h-BC2N

Figure 35. (a) Bright-field image of nanotubes rope of 4–5 nm large. The rectangle shows the
region analyzed by EELS. (b) HADF image of the scanned area of 98� 24 nm2 and the
relative intensity chemical maps of C, B and N elements. The intensity of the signal varies from
dark/blue (poor signal) to white/red (high signal) colors. (c) EEL spectra I and II are defined
as the sum of the sum of Areas I and II respectively. Near edge-fine structures of B and N–K
edges are shown in the inset. (d) Background subtracted CK-edges of the I and II areas.
Reprinted with permission from Enouz et al., Nano Letters, 7, 1856, 2007 [326]. Copyright �
(2007) by the American Chemical Society.
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systems with a band gap in the visible range [314–317,327] indeed requires the
synthesis of rather homogeneous BCN samples as discussed now.

6.2. Electronic properties of stoichiometric h-BC2N systems

The metallic, or small gap semiconductor, behavior of carbon nanotubes, and the
large gap insulator character of BN tubes, suggests that h-BC2N planar or tubular
forms should display intermediate electronic properties. The photoluminescent
character of planar h-BC2N phases with an absorption threshold in the visible range
proves indeed that the corresponding band gap can enter the 1.8–3.2 eV range.
Further, resonant Raman scattering [328] or transport [329] experiments clearly
confirmed such values for BCN nanotubes. These results are also consistent with
ab-initio simulations both within the DFT and, beyond, within an accurate
quasiparticle many-body (GW) approach [320,321] for various planar h-BC2N
systems with increasing segregation character (Figure 34b). Clearly, low segregation
(small index n), that is structures with a significant number of C–B or C–N bonds, is
needed to obtain a band gap in the visible range. Such a control of the band gap by
atomic structure was clearly demonstrated experimentally yielding ‘adjustable’ band
gap nanotubes [327]. We will come back to that point below in the case of
non-stoichiometric h-Cx(BN)y structures.

6.3. Nanotube C/BN hetero-junctions and properties of C/BN edges

In the limit of moderate segregation, one may expect the realization of carbon
graphene flakes or cylindrical sections quantum dots surrounded by an insulating
BN matrix, thus leading to C/BN heterostructures. In the limit of complete
segregation within the same nanotube wall (high-temperature synthesis), one obtains
metal/insulator (Schottky) or semiconductor/insulator C/BN rectifying
hetero-junctions (Figure 36b) that were first suggested and studied in [330]. An
experimental realization of such junctions have been reported [331] using a

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 36. Various models of segregation. (a) Quantum dot, (b) C/BN hetero-junction and (c)
radial segregation in concentric C and BN tubes.
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pause-reactivation two-stage process, even though no evidence for any rectifying
behavior has been given so far.

Interesting effects related to C/BN interface states have been proposed on the
basis of ab-initio simulations. At the C/BN interface, metal-induced gap states,
exponentially decaying in the BN section, have been shown to exist both using
ab-initio calculations on finite size sections, or recursive tight-binding approaches
allowing study of connected semi-infinite BNNTs and CNTs [330]. It was shown, in
particular, that C–N bonds at the junction would yield in-gap states close to the BN
conduction band edge (donor character), while C–B bonds would yield, in contrast,
acceptor states. Interestingly enough, upon switching of spin polarization using local
spin density approaches, it was predicted that such edge states would be spin
polarized [332]. As a result, isolated C/BN junctions could be used to polarize
incoming electrons, while ordered C/BN heterostructures may display ferromagnetic
order. Similar effects of spontaneous spin polarization, related to the presence of
non-dispersive edge states, was discussed in the case of BNC ribbons [333].

6.4. Generalized h-BxCyNz structures

The ideal h-BC2N stoichiometries, where BN and C2 units are in equal number, is
certainly not the only BCN compound that has been synthesized experimentally.
The structural and electronic properties of h-BCN systems with different
stoichiometries was studied on the basis of ab-initio calculations (DFT) by
Mazzoni et al. [336] who explored a rather large number of possible configurations
in the ‘homogeneous’ limit, that is unsegregated structures mixing, within two to
three bond lengths, all chemical species. In particular, 20 different h-BxCyNz atomic
structures were considered including BCN2, B2CN, BC2N and B3C2N3 units. With a
proper consideration of the atomic chemical potentials, as needed when comparing
structures with different atomic ratios, it was found in particular that a B3C2N3

structure was extremely stable, confirming that a large variety of stoichiometry can
be obtained experimentally depending on the synthesis scheme (temperature,
reactants content, etc.). As in the case of h-BC2N structures (Figure 34), it was
shown again (at the DFT-LDA) level, that a large variety of band gaps could be
obtained in the visible range depending on the atomic configuration.

Another interesting prediction regarding non-stoichiometric structures, from
Okada and Oshiyama, reveals on the basis of ab-initio simulations that specific
stoichiometry should lead to a flat-band-related ferromagnetic order [334], as a
generalization of Liebs theorem on non-stoichiometric bipartite systems [335], even
in the absence of edge states such as in the case of C/BN heterojunctions or BN and
BCN strips. Such a prediction is still to be verified experimentally.

7. Conclusions

Here we have summarized the key experimental and theoretical findings and
understanding of BN and single-walled boron–carbon–nitrogen nanotubes.

Despite tremendous progress in the synthesis techniques and the quality of the
produced nanotubes, the physics of BCN tubes is still in its infancy as compared,
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e.g. to their carbon analogues that are currently incorporated in devices such as
transistors or nano-electro-mechanical systems (NEMS). For the sake of examples,
the electronic and optical properties of h-BN nanotubes, displaying a priori the most
simple structure, have been only very recently characterized experimentally and there
is still much controversy about their absorption spectrum and the contribution of
defect assisted emission lines.

The case of BCN structures is even more challenging. Even though bearing much
potentiality in terms of applications, with a band gap which can be tuned in the
visible range, the versatility of the possible atomic structures, driven by a competition
between kinetics and themodynamics, remains as a challenge to the physicists aiming
at synthesizing tubes with a well-controlled stoichiometry, geometry and electronic
properties. From visible-range light-harvesting materials to C/BN rectifying
junctions and quantum dots or BN-sheated (that is protected) carbon nanotubes,
the expectations associated with such systems are extremely large, provided that a
better understanding of the growth mechanisms can be achieved.
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